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Affirmative Action or Inaction?
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A report prepared by the Ohio Advisory Com-
mittee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

ATTRIBUTION:
The findings and recommendations contained
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Civil Rights and, as such, are not attributable
to the Commission, The report has been
prepared by the State Advisory Committee for
submission to the Commission, and will be
considered by the Commission in formulating
its recommendations to the President and the
Congress.

RIGHT OF RESPONSE:
Prior to the publication of a report, the State
Advisory Committee affords to all individuals or
organizations that may be defamed, degraded,
or incriminated by any material contained in
the report an opportunity to respond in writing
to such material. All responses have been in-
corporated, appended, or otherwise reflected
in the publication.
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MEMBERS OF THE eIOMMISSION
Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chaiimati
Frankie M. Freeman
Manuel Fuiz, Jr.
,Murray Saltzman

John A. Buggs, Staff Director

Sirs and Madam:

The Ohio Advisory Corranittze submits this report on issues of equal e;nployment opportunity
in Cleveland, Ohio, as part of its resRInsibility to advise the Commission about civil rights
problems within this State.

This report reviews the economic status of women and minorities in the Cleveland
metropolitan area; the all-irritative action plan recently adopted by the city of Cleveland; the
office of contract compliance ir. Cleveland; and the civil rights enforcement efforts on the part
of various Federal agencies. This report documents the second class status that minorities and
women continue to face in Cleveland, particularly in city government; several serious 'inadequa-
cies in the city's affirmative action plan; defiCiencies in the contract compliance program; and
several inconsistencies in the federal Government's civil rights enforcement effort.

major problems with Cleveland's affirmative action plan are the following: (I) it fails to
identify the specific problem-areas in Cleveland's employment policies and practices which ac-
count fot the underutilization of minorities and women; therefore, (2) it does not cite specific
action programs that will be implemented to eliminate those problems which result in a denial
of equal employment opportunity for minorities and (3) thewomen; goals are stated on a de-
partment-by-departmer basis for 1 year only; and (4) the city has not devoted adequate
resources to implement an adequate affirmative action plan. In addition, ..he city failed to speci-
fy numerical goals and timetables for the poIice or fire departments, despite the fact that it has
bzer, ordered to do so by Federal authorities. There are also serioGs differences of opinion on
the part of the city's leadership regarding the plan, which inhibits the implementation, of an ef-
fective affirmative action effort. For these reasons, the Committee seriously questions whether
or not the city is acting,in good faith to eliminate employment discrimination.

The Committee recommends that the city of Cleveland create a department of equal opportu-
nity to be headed by. an experienced civil rights professional knowledgeable in all aspects of
Federal equal employment opportunity requirements. The first responAbility of that department
would be the development of an effective affirmative action plat:.

The Committee also found that minorities and women are seriously underutilized by Cleve-,
land area' employers who'receive city contracts. Several of the largest beneficiaries of city busi-
ness employ no minorities or women in professional, technical, or administrative positions, and
most do not employ minorities or women at -a rate that is even close to their representartion
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n the Cleveland labor market. The Committt c recommends that Cleveland's office of contract
compliance require firms seeking city business '.o establish numerical goals and timetables aimed

it upgrading the status of minorities and women in order to be eligible for city contracts.
The Committee also notes that various Federal agencies have different requirements which

he city of Cleveland and other recipients of Federal grants must meet, and that regulations are
enforced unevenly. The city of Cleveland asked 12 Federal agencies to review its plan. In their
reviews some agencies found that it met their requirements, while-other agencies ruled that it

:'ailed to meet their particular regulations. The Comthittee recommends that the U.S. Commis-
;ion on Civil Rights advise the President to propose and Congress to enact legislation that would
consolidate all equal employment opportunity oversight and enforcement activities involving
Federal grants to State and local governments and to private sector organizations into one
Federal agency that would have responsibility for developing uniform regulations and enforce-
ment procedures. ifigt

The Ohio Advisory Committee firmly believes that, with the support of the Commission, the
recommendations included in this report can be implemented and can substantially contribute
to the realization of equal employment opportunity in Cleveland, Ohio.

Ftespiectfully,

Henrietta H. Looman
Chairperson

j
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THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
IThe United States Commission on Civil Rights, created by the Ci.'il Rights Act of 1957, is an

independent, bipartisan agency of the executive branch of the Federal Government. By the
terms of the act, as amended, the Commission is charged with the following duties pertaining
to denials of the equal protection of the laws based on race, color, sex, religion, or national

, origin, or in the administration of justice: investigation of individual discriminatory ci,.?iials of
the right to vote; study of legal developments with respect to denials of equal protection of the
law; appraisal of the laws and policies of the United States with respect to denials of equal pro-
tection of the law; maintenance of a national clearinghouse for information respecting denials
of equal protectiqn of the law; and investigation of patterns or practices of fraud or discrimina-
tion in the conduct of Federal elections. The Commission is also required to submit reportS to
the President and the Congress at such times as the Commission, the Congress, or the President
shall deem desirable.

THE STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEES
An Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights has been established
in each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia pursuant to section 105(e) of the Civil
Rights Act of 1957 as amended. The AdvisOry Committees are made up of responsible persons
'rho serve without compensation. Their functioas under their mandate from the Comrnission'are
to: advise the Commission of all relevant information concerning their respective State 'on mat-
(ters within the jurisdiction of the Commission; advise the Commission on matters of mutual con-
cern in the preparation of reports of the Commission to the President and the Congress; receive
reports; suggestions, and recommendations ..rom individuals, public and private organizations,
and public officials upon matters pertinent to inquiries conducted by the State Advisory Com-
mittee; initiate and forward advice and recommendations to the Commission upon matters in
which the Commission shall request the assistance of the State Advisory Committee; and attend,
as observers, any open hearing or conference which the Commission may hold within the State.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In many ways Cleveland, Ohio, is a vibrant city.

It is a major industrial center which boasts a world
renowned symphony orchestra, one of the Nation's
most respected art museums, four major league
professional sports teams, and a population which
includes members of virtually eve y nationality,
race, and ethnic group.

Cleveland is a diverse and paradoxical city. One
of the Nation's beet medical schools is located on
the east side, as are some of the Nation's worst
elementary and secondary schools. Very wealthy
and very poor people live within a few miles of
each other. Cleveland's boosters refer to it as

"The best location in the Nation," while its detrac-
tors unaffectionate_ ly call it "The mistake on. the
lake.-

Cieveland is a microcosm of large American ci-
ties, particularly of older northern and midwestern
industrialized cities. If there is a single issue which
could be identifIrtel as being of greatest concern,
particularly for minorities and women, it would be
jobs, or the lack of them.

In an attempt to open up employment opportu-
nities for minorities and women within city govern-

ment, the city of Cleveland developed an affirm?-
ti' e action plan in May 1977. Because of the
representativeness of Cleveland, and because of
recent civil rights enforcement efforts in the city,
the Ohio Advisory Committee to the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights examined employment

practices' in the Cleveland metropolitan area,
focusing on employment within city government.
That investigation revealed a history oldiscrimina-
tion which will not be rectified by the riecently
adopted affirmative action plan.

A. number of factors, several of which the city
has little control over, affect the economic climate
and employment opportunities available in Cleve-
land. But the city does have the opportunity and
the authority to improve employment opportuni-
ties significantly, particularly for minorities and
women in city government. That the city has not
done so in the past is documented in the following
pages. The Ohio Advisory Committee offers a
number of policy recommendations which, if

adopted, would improve the employment opportu-
nities for minorities and women in city government

and throughout the[Cleveland metropolitan area.
_ _



Chapter 2
_ _

Cleveland's Employmerit Profile

With a population of 638,793, Cleyeland ranked
as the 18th largest city in the U.S in 1975.1 The
Cleveland SMSA (including Cuyahoga, Geauga,
Lake, and Medina counties) had a total population
of 1,975,400 in 1975 making it the 17th largest in
the Nation.'

According to the 1970 census, 39 percent of the
city's residents were minority and 53 percent were
female. For the SMSA, 17 percent were minority
and 52 percent were female.' The city's 1975
civilian labor force of 266,000 included 89,000
(33 percent) minorities and 112,000 (42 percent)
women, while the SMSA labor force of 887,000
included 134,000 (15 percent) minorities and
34 (100 (39 percent) women.'

-.nese figures, however, do not reflect the
dynamic nature of -the Cleveland Metropolitan
area's population, work force, or economy. Over
the past 25 years, major, industrial centers in the
northeast and-midwest have lost people, jobs, and
money to the south a-id southwest, and cities in all
regions of the country have experienced similar
migrations from the central city to the suburban
ring. These demographic shifts have seriously af-
fected the employment status of minorities and
women, a disproportionate number of whom rely
on employment within central cities.' Cleveland is
no exception.

The Suburbanization of
Cleveland's Economy

After peaking at 914,808 in 1950, the popula-
tion of the city of Cleveland has steadily declined
to 638,793 in 1975. During those years the popu-
lation of the Cleveland SMSA increased from
1,532,574 to 1,975,400 because of the growing
suburban populatiOn.' Firms in most industries
have beer. leaving the city since the 1950s and, in
general, have relocated in the suburbs.' One result
has been a declining central city work force and
an increasing suburban one. The city's civilian
labor force reached its peak in 1950 at 413,304
and dropped to 302,514 by 1970.9 Between 1960
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and 1970 the number of jobs in the city declined
by 12.9 percent while jobs in the suburban ring in-
creased by 62.6 percent.9 As firms and workers
have left the city, the tax base of the city has
declined. Between 1958 and 1968 Cleveland's pro-
perty tax base declined by $95.3 million, resulting
in a loss of property tax revenues of more than
$1.4 million annually."

Manufacturing accounts for a larger proportion
of jobs (31.8 percent as of 1974) than any other
industry in the Cleveland SMSA." The city of
Cleveland is one of the Nation's leading manufac-
turing centers. But flight of firms from the city to
the suburbs has been higher for manufacturing
firms than for almost any other industry. Between
1958 and 1972 the city experienced a net loss of
640 (21.5 percent) of its manufacturing firms and
49,800 (27.5 percent) of its manufacturing em-
ployees. At the same time, the number of firms in
the suburbs increased by 954 (89.2 percent) and
the number of suburban manufacturing employees
increased by 44,700 (48.1 percent)."

One industry that has experienced substantial
growth in the city is the service industry Between
1948 and 1967 this sector of Cleveland's economy
grew by almost 30 percent. At the same time, the
growth rate of the service industry was even
greater in the suburbs." Projections for the year
1985 indicate that an increasing proportion of the
area's work force will be employed in the service
industry." In other words, the economy of the city
of Cleveland and of the Cleveland SMSA has
become more diverzified in recent years, and will
become, it appears more diversified in the near
future.

Perhaps more significant than the industrial mix
of the city of Cleveland and its suburbs is the dis-
tribution of workers by occupation and income. In
general, city residents are employed in lower pay-
ing positions than suburban residents, are less like.
ly to work year round, and earn less than suburban
residents employed in the same occupation." The
median family income of city residents in 1969



was $9,107 compared to S 11,407 for the Clev,.-
land SMSA. While 35.1 percent of Cleveiand area
families lived within the city limits, 65 percent of
those who earned less than $3.000 in 1969 lived
within the city; 80 percent of those earning
$10,000 or more lived in the sururbs.'6

Blacks and women made up .. larger proportion
of both the city and suburban labor market in
7970 than in 1950. However, a disproportionate
share of these increases occurred within the city.'7
Black city residents earn l -ss than black subur-
banites, even among those emp'or-d within the
same occupation. and women living in the city
earn less than their suburban counterpart." En

1970 the city contained 35.2 percent of the
SMSA's civilian labor force but 52 7 percent of
the SMSA's unemployed. Again, while the city
',loused 35.1 percent of all families liviug in the
area, it contained 68.8 percent of the Cievela:d
area families living do incomes below the poverty
leve..19 As the Cleveland Planning Commission

stated in December 1973. "Cleveland is re-

sidenCe of the region's poor."20
These demographic shifts, which have negatively

affected Cleveland and many other cities. have not

gone unnoticed by public officials. Several reco:n-
mendations have been offeied to counter these

trends. in its March 1977 newsletter, the Con-
ference on Alternative State and Local Public Poi-

,
idles, an organization of State and local public offi-
cials, offered a series of recommendations, inclit!cl-

,

ing:
That economic supports and incentives /be

targeted to areas of highest unemployment. 1

a. Any regional development corporation, for
example, must provide specific criteria fci
directing investments in the areas.
b. Any supports to business cre7ted through
the tax system, must be designed to bring
private investments back to urban areas.
That financial institutions be required, as a

condition of their charters, to give priority to
the credit needs of the communities they are
chartered to serve.

a. In allocating charters and branches, priority
should be given to banks that emphasize com-

munity credit and economic development
needs.
b. License renewal should be contingent upon
regular demonstration of seriiec to communi-
tieS.

That the inordinate tax burdens of Lrban
communities be relieved.

a. Tax measures should be developed to

equalize property tax burdens throughout
each State and thereby to ensure evenhanded
funding for human service and education pro-

grams.
b. The Governors should immediately pledge
to target new revenues from Federal welfare
reform to urban and other chronically

depressed communities.
That corporations which relocate from urban

areas he required to provide advance notice to
their workers and the communities in which
they are located and to provide financial com-
pensations to those workers and communities.

(A law in Wisconsin requires corporations to
provide 60 days notice before closing down
operations. A bill under consideration in the
Ohio Legislature would require a 2-year notice

and would also require corporations relocating
to pay into a State community assistance fund
70 percent of the annual wages of laid-off wor-

kers.)

The Economic Status of
Minorities and Women

The economic development of the city of Cleve-

land and the Cleveland metropolitan area has fol-

lowed a pattern similar to that of many other ci-
ties, particularly older industrialized cities in the
northeast and midwest. At the same time, the
changing economic status of minorities and women

in Cleveland has generally followed the national
picture.

The National Perspective
Over the past two decades minorities and

women have accounted for a larger proportion of
the population and work force. While many have
moved into professional positions, they are con-
centrated in the lower paying profesrional jobs.
The income of minorities as a proportion of white

income has improved slightly although the ab-
solute difference has increased. Women, however,
have fallen further behind men both relatively and
absolutely.

Within specific occupational categories and at
each level .of educational attainment, minorities
still earn less than whites and women earn less

3



1.han n,en. Ai 11, ho',.trn of the economic spec-
unempleyment tot minorities e.nd women

it improved compared to whites or men, and
:ity- and female-heade.-: families constitute a

L.ger proportion of the poverty population in the
1970s than they did two decade-. earlier.

Minority Trends
The black population of 1.1-.. has steadily in-

creased from 10.5 pertarnt c the ...dal population
in 1960 to 11.1 percent in Y970, and 11.5 percent
in 1975." Flacks S percent of all
nonwhites, in the tion percent of all
nonwhite ; in the ci.7 of Cleveland in 1970."

NlInorities constaated 11.1 percent of the
civilian labor force in 1960 arid 1970, and 11.4
percent in 1974." Blaeks constituted 4.3 percent
of all professional. technical, and kindred workers
in 1959, 6.5 perc.nt in 1970, a- d 7.9 percent in
1974." While this represents some progress, the
proportion of black professionals still does not
equal their proportion of the total labor force.
And although blacks have been moving into
professional jobs in recent years, they remain con-
centrated in the lower paying profession'al posi-
tions. For example, 1 percent of all engineers were
black in 1974 while 9 percent of all noncollege
teachers were black.'

For the unemployed, little progress has be-en
made. Since 1960 minority unemployment has
remained at approximately twice the white em-
picyment rate.' But the official unemployment
figures underestimate the actual extent of unem-
ployment, particularly for minorities. To be in-
cluded among the officially unemployed, one must
be out of work and have actively looked for work
in the previous 4 weeks. Those who want a job but
who have not actively sought work recently
because they do not believe a job is available
(discourages workers) and those working part
time but who would prefer a,full-time job if one
were available, are not included in the official
unemployment figure." If these two groups of wor-
kers (discouraged workers' and part-time workers
seeking full-time jobs) were added to the official
unemployment rate, the National Urban League
estimated that for the fourth quarter of 1976 the
national unemployment rate would be 13.7 per-
cent instead of 7.3 as reported by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor. For minorities the figure would be
23.3 percent rather than 12.6 percent, while for
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whites the figure would he 12.3 percent instead of
the officially reported 6.6 percent. According to
Urban ,..eague calculations, the minorityiwhite
unemployment ratio would be 1.94 as opposed to
1.91 reported officially.'

Even with these qualifications, the severity of
unemployment is understated, particularly for
minorities. Among those who are unemployed,
minorities are more likely to be unemployed for
extended periods. Among minorities who were
unemployed in the fourth quarter of 1976. 18.0
percent had been without work for 27 weeks or
more compared to 16.1 percent of whites. For
those wl-,o are without jobs, whites are more likely
to have voluntarily chosen that status. Nine per-
cent of the minorities who were unemployed at the
end of 1976 were officially listed as job leavers
compared to 14 percent of whites.'

To understand unemployment in the United
States, particularly how it affects racial minorities,
it is necessary to look beyond the official unem-
ployment rate. The income of minority families
relative to whites has risen and fallen with the
changing health of the economy in general. When
the economy is healthy, the income of minorities
rises relative to the ie.eome c,f whites. During
recessionary periods, minorities suffer more and
this is reflected in the declining income of minori-
ties compared to whites. In 1960 the median
minority family income was 55 percent of the
white median. This figure reached 64 percent in
1970, dropped to 60 percent in 1973, and climbed
to 65 percent in 1975. The absolute gap, however,
has-increased from $4,733 in 1960 to $4,947 in
1975.3°

Official income figures reported by the Census
Bureau, like the unemployment figures, must be
qualified. The actual income differential between
minority and white families is greater than the offi-
cial figures indicate. As economist Victor Perlo
points out, census figures undercount minorities
more than whites (particularly in low-income
areas), they include the Hispanic population in the
white rather than the nonwhite category, and they
fail to take into consideration capital gains or
wealthholdings in general (a disproportionate
amount of which goes to white families). Perlo
estimated that black income in 1972 was actually
closer to 54 percent of white Inceme rather than
the 59 percent reported by the Census Bureau."



Two principal reasons why minorities earn less

than whites are: (1) minorities receive inferior
education and training, and (2) the-,' are located in

less prestigious and lower paying positions. Even-
those with comparable levels of education still

earn less than whites. For e ample, among black
families in which the family head attained 4 or
more years of college, 29.4 percent earned
$25,000 or more in 1975 compared to 39.3 per-
cent of white families.' Among workers within
each occupational category, blacks earn less than
whites. For example, the median income of black
male professionals was $7,763 compared to
$10,735 for whites.'

At the other end of the economic scale (those
living on incomes below the poverty level), blacks
were worse off relative to whites in 1974 than in
1959. While the .total number of poor families
(black and white) declined over these years, black
families accounted for 23.6 percent of all poor
families in 1959, 28.5 percent in 1970, and 30.5
percent in 19'14.34

At the national level, blacks have -ade some
progress according to certain economic. indicators.
Other indicators suggest that virtuall., no progress
has been made. An examination or the changing
status of women also shows a combination of
progress in some areas and retrogression in others.

Female Trends
Women have accounted for approximately 51

percent of the Nation's population since 1960.35
Their proportion of the labor force has steadily
grown from 32.2 .percent in 1960 to 36.7 percent
in 1970, and to 38.5 pr:rcent in 1974.38 The pro-
portion of professional, technical, and kindred
workers who are women has also increased-from
38.4 percent to 39.8 percent of all, such workers.
At the same t2me, there has been an increasing

.portion of women as clerical workers. Whereas
women constituted 68.0 percent of all clerical
workers in 1960, this figure reached 73.5 percent
in 1970.37 In other words, women have been enter-
ing the labor force in larger numbers but primarily
in jobs traditionally held by women.

Again, women accounted for approximately 39

percent of all professional workers between 1960
and 1970. As in the case of racial minorities,
women who are in professional positions remain
concentrated in the lower paid jobs as table I in-

dicates.

The unemployment rate of women compared to
men has continually worsened since 1960. In 1950
the official unemployment rate for women was 5.9

pereent compared to 5.4 percent for men. In 1970
the comparable figures were 5.9 percent and 4.4
percent; in 1974 they were 6.7 percent and 4.8
percent: In other words, the difference between
the percentage of women and men officially listed

as unemployed has increased from 0.5 to 1.9 since
1960."

The income of women has steadily declined
relative-to the income of men. Among year-round,
full-time workers, the median income of women
was 60.6 percent of the median income of men in
1960, 59.2 percent in 1970, and 57.3 percent in.

1974." Between 1960 and 1970, the median in-

come of women fell further behind that ofmen in
every occupational category except managers and

administrators, and at each edircational level ex-
cept those with 5 or more years of college. 40

The proportion of --families headed by women
has increased from 10.2 percent of all families in
1960 to 11.5 percent in 1970 and to 13.0 percent
in 1974. While the percentage of female-headed
families living on incomes below the poverty level

has declined, the decline has been even greater for
families headed by males. In 1960 female-headed
families were almost three times as likely as male-

/headed families to be in poverty and in 1970 al-
most five 'times as likely; in 1974 female-headed
families were six times as likely to be poor"

The question of whether or not the economic
status of minorities and women in the United
States improved over the last few years cannot. be
answered with a simple "yes" or "no." There are
pockets of progress but there are also areas where
minorities and women have fallen further behind.
The same is true for the city of Cleveland.

The Local Perspective-Cleveland
The changing economic status of minorities and

women in the city of Cleveland is similar to that
for the Nation as a whole. Minorities and women
account for a larger proportion of Cleveland's
population and work force\Many have moved into

professio;-al \occupations, bu primarily the lower
paying ones. The income of minorities in Cleve-
land has improved, albeit very slightly, compared
to the income of whites, and women have fallen
further behind men.

5



TABLE 'I .

Selected Professional Occupations by Sex: 1960 and 1970
Occupation 1960

:,

% Women

1970

% Women
Lawyers and Judges

Men % Men

Physicians 96 4 95 5

Engineers 93 7 91 9
Teachers (except college 98 .2 l 98 2

and university) 28 72 30 70
Social and Recreational Workers 37 63 41 59
Librarians 15 85 19 81

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Occupational Characteristics, 1970 Census of Population,
PC(2)-7A, pp. 593-594, and Occupational Characteristics, 1960 Census, of Population,
PC(2)-7A, pp. 21-22.
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Minority Trends
Minorities earn less than whites and women earn

less than men within specific occupational groups
and at each level of educational attainment.
Minority unemployment remains higher than that
of whites, but the unemployMent .rate for women
is lower than tha:. for men in Cleveland. And while
the total number of poor families has declined:-
minority and female-headed families constitute a
larger proportion of poor families in the 1970s
than they did 10 years ago.

The black population of the city of Cleveland
increased from 29.8 percent of the total in 1960
to 38.3 percent in 1970." DUring these years the
black proportion of the civilian labor force in-
creased from 26.9 percent to 35.8 percent."
Among professional, Technical, and kindred wor-
kers, the proportion of blacks jumped from 5.2

percent to 27.4 percent." Again, while this

represents substantial progress, blacks still remain

significantly underrepresented within pinfessional
occupations in the city of Cleveland. As in the
case of blacks nationally, black profesiorials in
Cleveland have not entered the higher paid posi-
tions in great numbers. In 1970 blacks accounted
for 2.6 percent of all lawyers and judges, 2.2 per-
cent of physicians, and 2.1 percent of all en-

gineers."
Black unemployment in Cleveland has remained

consistently j3igher than unemployment for the city
in general. In 1960 the official blaCk unemploy-
ment rate wa: 12.4 percent compared to 7.5 per-
cent for the total city work force." In 1970 the
comparable figures were 7.3 percent and 5.2 per-
cent," and in 1975 they were 13.0, percent and
11.5 percent's Since the black 'population is in-
cluded in the total city work force, thedifference
between black and white unemployment is, of
course, larger than the difference reported here
between the black unemployment and the total
city work force unemployment rates.

The median income of black ;families has im-
proved slightly as a proportion of the median in-

come of all families. In 1960 the median income
of black tamilies was 80.0 percent of the median

for all families compared to 83.6 percent in

1970.49 Again, the difference between blacks and

whites is larger than these figures indicate since
black families are included in the citywide median.

Cleveland blacks also earn less than whites
within occupational categories and at each educa-
tional level. For example, black professionals in
Cie,eland earned 86.4 percent of that earned by
Cleveland professionals in general in 1970, and
black skilled craftworkers earned 87.3 percent of
the citywide median in 1970." Blacks with 4 years
of college earned 82.4 percent of the citywide
Median and those with 4 years of high school
earned 73.8 percent."

White families in the city of Cleveland have

move'd out of poverty at a faster rate than black
families. While the proportion of black families in
the Cleveland SMSA increased from 12.6 percent
to 14.8 percent between 1960 and 1970, the pro-
portion of poor families who were black increased
from 36.8 percent to 46.3 percent."

At the national level and for the city of Cleve-
land, the findings regarding the changing status of
minorities are Mixed. The same is true for women.

Female Trends
Women constituted 51.3. percent of Cleveland's

population in .1960,- and 52.6 percent in 1970.53

The civilian labor force, however, has changed
more markedly. In 1960 women accounted for
34.8 percent of the civilian labor force, but by
1970 this figure jumped to 40.2 percent". Women
have increased their representation among profes-
sional workers from 42.8 percent in, 1960 to 47.9

percent of all professionals in 1970, but their
representation among clerical workers has in-

creased even more-from 63.7 percent to 71.0
percent." Among those who have entered -profes-

sional occupations, most are employed in the

lotver paying jobs. In 1970 women accounte for

68.5 percent of all elementary and sec dary

teachers, 55.9 percent of all social workers, and
79.3, percent of all librarians in the Cleveland
SMSA. On the other hand,'they accounted, for just
6.7 percent of lawyers and'. judges, 9.8 percent of`
physicians, and 1.1 percent of engineers."

Women have been more successful than men
avoidirig unemployment, at least according to offi

cial figures. In 1960 the unemployment rate o
Cleveland women was 7.3 percent compared tot
7.6 percent for men." Comparable figures for;

1970 were 4.9 percent and 5.4 percent," and in
1975 they were 11.1 percent and 11.8 percent 29

The earnings , of women, however, have fallen,
further behind those of men. Among year-round,
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full-time workers in the Cleveland SMSA, the
median income of women was 56.8 percent of the
median income of men in 1960 and 52.5 percent
in 1970.6" Even among those within comparable
occupations and with comparable levels of educa-
tional attainment, Cleveland area women earned
less than men. For example, women professionals
in Cuyahoga County (the county in which Cleve-
land is.located) had a median income of 60.1 per-
cent of the median income for professional men in
1970. Among clerical workers, women earned
62.7 percent of what men earned." Amongpart-
time and full-time workers in the Cleveland
SMSA,.women with 4 years of college earned 40.3
percent of what men earned, and, for those with
4 years of high school, the figure was 39.4 per-
cent."

The proportion. of families headed by women in
the Cleveland SMSA increased from 9.3 percent in
1960 to 11.7 percent in .1970-6" The proportion of
poor families headed by women increased even
morefrom 44.1 percent to 49.1 percent." Table
2 provides a brief. overview of the changing status
of minorities and women for the Nation and or
the city of Cleveland.

Cleveland City Government
. Employment practices of-Cleveland city govern-

ment reflect the patterns noted above. Minorities
and women are underutilized at high level, better
paying positions, and they are concentrated in the
les:: attractive and rower paying jobs. Table 3. in-
dicates how the distribution of Minorities and
women with city government in 1976 compareS
with their distribution in the Cleveland labor mar-
ket as of 1970.

The proportion of blacks in city government is
roughly Nital to their representation in the Cleve-
land labor market, even within professional,
technical, administrative, managerial, and official
positions. However, the income of black city wor-
kers remains far below that of whites. The median
income of black workers in 1974 was 84.3 percent
of the median income of whites.6,5Among profes-
sional; technical, administrative, managerial, and
official workers, 38 percent of all blacks earned
$13,000 or more compared to 58 percent of
whites (as of 1976).66

Women are clearly underutilized since they con-
stitute 13-.7 percent of city government workers,
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but are 40.2 percent of the Cleveland labor mar-
ket. Not surprisingly, the underutilization of
women is greatest in the professional, technical,
managerial, and official positions; women are con-
centrated in clerical positions more so in the city
than in the Cleveland labor market. As of 1974,
the median income of women working for the city
was 64.5 percent of the median income of men."
The advantage white men have in city employment
is indicated by the fact that in 1976 they held 86.4
percent of all jobs paying $1 3,000 or more though
they accounted for just 58.5 percent of all em-
ployees."

The employment status of minorities and women
has changed little in recent years. In 1967 blacks
accounted for 32 percent of the city government;)
work force. This figure increased to 37 percent in
196869 but dropped to 35 percent in 1976." While,
the median income of blacks increased from 78:0
percent to 84,3 percent of the white median
between 1967 and 1974,7' the gap between .the
black and white median in terms of dollars
tuallysncreased from $1 ,649 to $1 ,792.72

The first survey of the' distribution of city
government workers by sex was conducted in 1974
by -Cleveland's Community Relations Board. Ac-.,-;
cording to that survey, 13.8 percent of all
ployees were women" compared to 13.7 percent ,

in 1976. While the proportion of female ern- ,.
ployees who worked in professional jobs increased
from 9 percent to 17 percent of all women Wor-
kers, the proportion in official or administrative
jobs dropped from 4 percent to 1 percent; the pro-
portion of women employed in skilled craft posi4..1
tions remained at less than 1 percent of all female
employees."

At the national level, in the Cleveland
metropolitan area, and in the city government of
Cleveland, minorities and women are underutilized
in higher status, better paying jobs, and they are
concentrated in the less attractive, lower paying
positions.' While (here are some areas where
progress has been made, this .general pattern has
not changed in recent years.

DiscriminationA Marginal or
Central Characteristic of
America?

A wide range of perspectives have been offered
over the years to explain the phenomenon of dis-
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TABLE 2

Economic; Status of Minorities and Women, U.S. and Cleveland: 1960 and 1970

Population

United States
1960 1970 1960

Cleveland
1970

Minority % of Total 10.5% 11.1% 29.R% 38.3%

Female % of Total 50.7% 51.3% 51.3% 52.6%

Employment
Civilian Labor Force

Minority % of Total 11.1% 11.1% 26.9% 35.8%

Female % of Total 32.3% 36.7% 34.8% 40.2%

Professional, Technical,
& Kindred Workers

Minority % of Total
Female % of Total

4.3°A,
38.46/6

6.5%
39.8%

5.2%
42.8%

27.4%
47.9%

Unemployment Rate
Ratio of Minority to Total 1.85 1.67 1.65 1.40

Ratio of Female to Total 1.07 1.20 0.97 0.94

Incornt
Median Annual Income

Ratio of Minority to Total 0.58 0.66 0.80 0.84

Ratio of Female to Total 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.53

Poverty Status
Minority % of Total 23.6% 28.5% 36.8% 46.3%

Female % of Total* 23.7% 37.1% 44.1% 49.1%

*Refers to female-headed families as percent to total families in poverty.

Sources: Data compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census and the U.S. Department of Labor. (For
specific references, consult text and relevent sources in chapter 2).
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TABLE 3

and Women in City Government in 1976 and in the Clay:And Labor Market

in 1970

Rocks (% of Total)

Labor Market/City Gov.

35,8% 34.6%

27,4% 28.6%

21,3% 26,5%

30.3% 44,4%

24.5% 35.8%

48.8% 72.7%

Source: Affirmative Action Plan, City of Cleveland.

,Hispanies (% of Total)

Labor Market/City Gov,

Women (% of Total)

Labor Market/City Gov,

1.6% 0.5% 40.2% ,13.7%

1.2% 1,0% 7.9'% 21,0%

1.7% 0.0% 23.2% 10.2%

1.0% 1.0% 71.0% 76.8%

1.t.9/0 0.3% 5.3% 0.7%

1.0% 0.5% 60.0% 3.8%



crimination. Policy implications vary from one ex-
planatien. to the next, and depending upon the
"schoOtil thought" to which one subscribes, the
proper role of Government may he to do nothing
or it might be to intervene much more in the so-
cial life of the American people.

During the 1950s the predominant view was that
discrimination was primarily a problem of prejudi-
cial attitudes held by individual members of the
majority group, The policy objective was to foster
better .iniergroup relations by changing those at-
titncics. Education, persuasion, as well as govern-
ment legislation forbidding discrimination. were
some of the tactics that would eventually eliminate
those attitudes and lead to the assimilation of
minorities into the mainstream of American life.75

A conservative response to this position main-
tained that the competitive pressures of the free
market would eventually eliminate any "tastes" for
discrimination since satisfying those tastes would
eventually prove costly and force the discriminator
out of the marketlace. While education and
moral suasion arc appropriate tactics from this
perspective, legislation is not. Such government
action, it is argued, hinders individual freedOrnand

might eventually result in more discrimination
rather than less." \ .

.

`t\,In the 1960s the \erm "institutional racism"
became virtually a hous -hold word. bis'erimination

was viewed less in terms Of indiVidnal altitudeS"."and

more in terms of the results of institutional policies
and practices. By equalizing opportunities in the
areas..of education, training, and employment, the

task of assimilating protected groups into the

mainstream could be accomplished." Civil rights
legislation passed in the 1960s and early 1970s
evolved frOm this liberal interpretation of inter-
group relations.
, This viewpoint has not gone unchallenged.. The

late 1960s witnessed a revival of biological ex-

planations for the socioeconomic differences

among groups. Since intelligence is deterrniried

primarily through inheritance, according to...this-
perspeCtive,. and because a meritocracy reqUireS

incentives to ensure that the most ,intelligent .-as-

sume the most responsible positions in society, in-:

equality is necessary and beneficialp,for the d Om-

munity as a whole/. Government programs are not
only doomed to failure since heredity il-ather than

environment shapes human intelligenc'e; but they

also threaten the meritocratic prin,tples on winei
society should he based."

A mot, serious challenge tp,..divil rights enforce-

ment toivities has evolved in response to the con-
cept of affirmative action. This perspective main-
tains that civil rights activities have shifted from
their proper focus of equal opportunity to an inap-
propriale,, objective of 'equal results. 'Goals and
timetables are viewed as illegal quotas which con-
stitute "reverse discrimination." While not explici-
ty rooted in biological terms, it is argued that in-
dividual liberties', and meritocratic principles are

threatened,"
Despite their differences, the theories discussed

above are based on the assumption that the central

defining haracteii:Stics of American society are
sound and that discrimitation is a marginal
characteristic which will .ev tually be resolved
within the current institutional framework. A radi-
Cal -interpretation which has evolved in recent

years suggests this is not the case. According to
this interpretation, discrimination is rooted in the

structure of capitalism itself. The basic conflict in
that system revolves around the exploitative rela-

tionships between employers and workers. Em-
ployers use discrimination to foster 'divisions

among workers and diScousage any organized ac,
tivity by the workers as a group that would
threaten corporate 'profits. It is the pursuit of
profits._ which motivates corporations to flee from
central cities to suburbs and from the northeast to
the south and southweSt. Cheaper labor, more
favorable tax policies, and the desire to avoid the
problems of central cities motivate employers to
lea-z: precisely those areas of the country where
minority populations are concentrated. According
to this perspective, therefore, discrimination is not

an individualistic or attitudinal problem; rather it
is a structural problem. To improve 'the material
conditions or minorities and women, according to

this perspective, requires a total restructuring of
the prevailing economic system from one based on
'private ownership of property (in which. the pur-
suit of profits is the primary objective) to one of
collective ownership (in which the primary objec-
tive is to meet human needs directly).TM°

In Cleyeland;uand in other cities. throughout the
Nation, a variety of forces are operating to per-

petuate the demographic patterns cited above.

. Prejudicial 'attitudes certainly have not disap-
tr
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peared. Various institutibrn/practices continue to
deny minorities and women equal employment op-.
portunity. The structural development of the
economy (e.g., suburbanization) does have a nega-
tive affect on protected groups.

Two specific factors which contribute to the
denial of equal employment opportunity for
minorities and women in the city of Cleveland and
on which the subsequent chapters of this report
will focus are: ( I) intentional discrimination on
the part of city officials; and (2) inadequacies in
the Federal Government's civil rights enforcement
effort. While it may he virtually impossible to
quantify the extent to which any particular factor

_contributes to the overall pattern of Discrimina-
tion, clearly these two factors are of no small con-
sequence in Cleveland.
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Chapter 3

Discrimination: 1:-st and Present

Cleveland officials take pride in their city being
a longtime leader in the civil rights rick'. Officials
claim Cleveland ryas the first city in the country to
create. by ordin4-6, an agency of local govern-
ment to deal with the problems of intergroup rela-
tions and discrimination when ,it established the
community relations board in 1945.1 On the first
page of the affirmative action plan recently issucJ
by thecit.y.-Mnyor.Ralph Perk wrote:.

City of CleveIand has long been a
foreri.tnner ini,th& field of equal employment
opportunity. When our Fair Employment
.Practices Ordinance' became effective in 1950

were -among the first cities to enact such
alegisiation.

Historically, the city's policy has been to hire
and promOte its employee~ without regard to
race, color\ religion, sex; national;origin, age,
or handicap,.

*'-k.":.7:5-

But the recoAl does . not support thei2e. claims,
Recent court ddeisions, administrative rulings of
Federal civil Obits enforcement agencies, and
testimony of many individuals long familiar with
city government document a history of discrimina-
tion.

Court ActioffAgainst Cleveland
Many complaints of discrimination which have

been filed recently against Cleveland involve em-
ployment practices of the' police and fire depart-
ments. (The departments account for more than
one.-third of city government worke'rs.) Both de-
partments have been found.guilty -of discriminatory
employment practic nth are facing even
more litigation. Belo is a brief summary of the
legal action which as been initiated against the
police and fire departments in the city of Cleve-
land.

=Racial Discriminate n in Cleveland's
Police Departmer)

In 1972 Cleveland attempted to add 188 police
officers to its force, largely through the use of spe-
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vial Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAH) money under the Cleveland Impact Cities
Program. Entrance exarninaiidns were r;onducted
in July 1972 for the positions.

Of all persons who took the examination, 23
percent were black or Hispanic; however, 64 p
cent of those who failed the examination we
black or Hispanic. "the Shield Club, a black and
Hispanic patrol officers' association, went to court .)
charging that the test results were prima facie
evidence of adverse racial impact.-On-December-
21, 1972, the U.S. district court held that the city
failed to rebut the charge of discriminatory im-
pact, and ordered that 18 percent of those hired
off' the 1972 eligibility list must be either black or
Hispanic.2 The court did not the issue of
intentional or historical- discrimination in this
order.

On July 6, 1974, two further orders of the same
court found racial 'discrimination in the city's
pre- and postexamination recruitment .practices
(screening procedures such as background check,
polygraph, and psychiatric checks) and in the
city's treatment of those few black and Hispanic
officers-who actually were hked.3 Such discrimina-
tion involved the use of a racially discriminatory
seniority points system as a criterion for promotion
and the use of rtfcially discriminatory, promotion
examini.tions. Both practices were outlawed by the
court.

In 1976, in two separate orders, the court con-
cluded that Cleveland had purposefully and' inten-
tionally engaged in discrimination by failing to
revise A police assignment and transfer policies as
ordered previOusly: by the court' The attempt to
promote a group of white police officers shortly
before the expiration of the old promotion ex-
amination was also found to constitute intentional
discrimination.

In 1974 a new examination, acceptable to the
court and the plaintiffs, was given for police
ficers. Of the 400 highest ranking applicants for
appointment, 39.5 percent were eithei: black or



Hispanic Based on the results of the 1974 exam,

the court held that any deviation of more than 2
or 3 percent on either side ob,t/fie 39.5 percent
figure in appointments. from the list would again

raise the question of discrimination in screening
procedures used by the department.'

During the lengthy term of the Shield Club
litigation, the percentage of blacks employed in

the Cleveland police department slowly rose from
approximately 7.9 percent to 8.9. This must he

contrasted, however, with the total 1970 black
population for the city. of 38.3 percent and with

the fact that in 1976, blacks and Hispanics con-
stituted 64 percent of all persons employed by the

city of Cleveland, exclusive of the department of
public safety.'

The original Shield Club case has been followed

by another suit recently filed by the Shield Club.'
The complaint in Shield II notes that the 4/umber

of black and Hispanic police officers has Actually

declined by 31 in the 4 years the Federal court has

exercised jurisdiction over _the Cleveland police

department. For some time the city refused to hire

any officers from the 1974 eligibility list. The
number of police officers in the department has
declined by nearly 20 percent in the past 4 years,

even though the number of authorized positions
remains' the same.

Although the city claims that fiscal problems are

the cause. of the decline, on several occasions the

city has received Federal money, chiefly from the

LEAA, specifically to hire new officers. The
money has been spent but little hirir.g has been
done from the racially neutral 1974 roster.'

The present Shield II case alleges these acts con-

stitute constitutional violations as well as violations

of the Omnibus Cr' e Control and Safe Streets

Act of 1968 (LEA-A funding) and the State and
Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (revenue
sharing leg;,slation). The plaintiffs seek a timetable

for hiring police officers from the 1974 list to
return the department to its authorized strength
level or, alternatively, repayment of all Federal
monies received from LEAA and revenue sharing

spent by. the city of Cleveland for support'Of the
police department.

Sex Discrimination in Cleveland's
Police Department /

be jure discrimination/on the basis of sex has
also been found against 'the Cleveland police de-
partment. At the same time the Shield Club litiga-
tion sought more equitable representation of
blacks and Hispanics on the police force, many
other cases were filed against the department on
behalf of women. These plaintiffs either sought
employment with the department or were already

on the force and sought relief from a variety of ac-
tions and regulations which allegedly constituted
discrimination on the basis of sex.

In 1972 alonc there were eight cases filed on be-

half of women alleging sex discrimination by the
Cleveland police idepartment.' Until 1973 the city
of Cleveland had on its hooks an ordinance that
restricted the number of women in the police de-
partrant to 50.10 The ordinance was repealed in
1973, but its existance served as a basis for a find

ing of de jure discrimination by the city against
women."

Another major case, filed in 1974 and currently
being tried, raises substantial questions of sex dis-
crimination by the Cleveland police department

(Bardin v. City of Cleveland)." This suit chal-
lenged the maintenance of separate.hiring lists for
males and females, a 'System of recruitment which
has a disparate effect upon wor'en, and the policy
of assigning only women to the Women's Bureau.
The city's defense to the issue in this case is ex-
pected to be founded on its recently announced
affirmative action plan. After the case was filed,

the city -abandoned the use of separate hiring lists

and changed the organization of the Women's Bu-
reau.

The second major discrimination case, involving
the police department is also still pending (Clayton

v.' City of Cleveland')." Clayton charges sex dis-
crimination in the department's transfer and
promotion policies, and in fringe benefits which
accrue to "wives" as opposed to "spousel- thus
diminishing the value of womer police officers'
pension rights. Settlement negotiations have taken
place in this case but a stay of all action has. been ..

agreed, to by the parties pending appeal in the
Shield Club litigation."

A number of other issues of sex discrimination
have resulted in lawsuits against Cleveland's police
department. In 1972, for example, the department
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A
excluded women from its student police cadet pro-
gram. The resulting suit was settled by a consent
decree and 10 female cadets were enrolled in the
program by March 1973."

Loy v. City of Cleveland" challenged the use of
the city's "1 in 3" civil service selection rule to
deny employment to a woman for "psychiatric"
reasons. The "1 in 3" rule allows the city to hire
any one of the top three scoring applicants on the
civil service test. The "psychiatric" reason said to
disqualify the plaintiff was her failure to keep a
neat house. The suit was dismissed by consent
when the woman was sworn into the police depart-
ment.

In 1973 the department's mandatory maternity
leave rule was permanently enjoined." The rule
had required police women to quit work at the
beginning of the fourth month of pregnancy and
remain away from work until 3 months after child-
birth. Pregnant officers now must be treated the
Same as any officer suffering from a temporary dis-
ability. They must be allowed to utilize their sick
leave, compensatory time, and furlough time for
maternity purposes. Women on leave must also be
akuwed to accrue seniority.

The subject of police uniforms also provided
material for a lawsuit on the basis of sex dis,,

.crimination:" The Federal court struck down
Cleveland's policy which denied female officers
the right to wear pantsuit's when in plainclothes,
standard uniform slacks when in uniform, and the
right to utilize the standard uniform accessories,
incluch, ; handcuffs, gun belts, ammunition belts,
and gloves.

Discrimination in Cleveland's Fire
Department

In April 1973 Cleveland tried to hire 125 new
firemen who passed the same written examination
used to select police officers and which had been
declared to be racially discriminatory in the Shield
Club suit. A suit-was immediately filed in Federal
district court. The consent decree filed 3days
later acknowledged the discriminatory impact of
the enhance exam but allowed hiring from the
1972 list so -long as not less than 18 percent of
those hired were either black or Hispanic."

In 1975 a permanent order noted tLit the civil
service commission had failed to develop a new
job-related entrance examination for tfi- pf,sition
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of firefighter and halted all hiring until a job -re -.

lated exam was developed along with a plan for
recruitment of minority candidates, revised screen-
ing procedures, and a method of awarding bonus
points for Cleveland residents who apply for posi-
tions with the fire department." This bonus system
is also used by the police department.

Final judgment in the fire department case was
handed down on January 17, 1977. It incorporated
a very specific plan submitted by the city to imple-
ment minority recruitment, job-related examina-
tion of applicants, and nondiscriminatory screening
procedures for applicants.

Administrative-Action Against
Cleveland

While Federal courts have found the city of
Cleveland guilty of intentional discrimirimion, ad-
ministrative actions have also been initiated by the
Federal Government against the city for noncom-
pliance with civil rights provisions of Federal pro-
grams. One of the factors that motivated the city
to develop an affirinatire action plan undoubtedly
was pressure from Federal agencies to do so.'

Revenue Sharing,Violations
In, May 1977 the Office of Revenue Sharing

(ORS) ruled that the city'S employment practices
violated section 122(a) of the State and Local
Fiscal Assistance Act of 197222 (the Revenue
Sharing Act) which states:

No person in the United States shall on the
ground of race, color, national origin, or sex
be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity junded in
whole or in ,part with funds made available
under 1the'revenue sharing program)....

The review conducted by the Office of Revenue
Sharing disclosed the following discriminatory poli-
cies and practices:

1) The employment of only 325 (13.2 percent)
minorities of a total of 2,465 employees of the
Cleveland pOlice department, when minorities
comprise 37.8 percent of the labor market for.
Cleveland.
2) The employment, of only 67 (5.8 percent)--:..
jnorities of a total of 1,156 employees of the
Cleveland fire department, when minorities
comprised 37.8 percent of the labor market for
Cleveland.



3) The employment of. only '1,234 (12.7 -pet-
cent) women, of a total of 9,744 employees of
the city of Cleveland, When women comprise
40.2 percent Of the labor market for Cleveland.

Of these 1,234 females employees, 589 (47.7

percent) work in lower-paying clerical positions.
The Office of Revenue Sharing 'found' the fol-

lowing policies and practices of the Cleveland po-
lice department to be' potentially discriminatory:

1) The preemployment ''Personal History State-

ment" which contains inquiries regarding marital

status (i.e., single, married, separated, divorced,
date of marriage, are you living with your wife
at present time, date of present marriage, if
divorced, name and address of ex-spouse);
height and weight: color of hair and eyes; and

arrest record..
2) Use of the sex restrictive job titles

"patrolmen" and "policewoman."
3) Rule 25 of the Rules of Conduct and
Discipline, whiCh provides for a "Policew<iman's

Unit."
4) The logo "Our men serve all men" on Cleve-
land police department patrol cars, which could

have a "chilling effect" on potential female ap-

plicants,
5) Inquiries regarding marital status and age and

sex of children on the police department

backgro..nd check.
.
As a result of theSe finding. ORS asked the city

of Cleveland tD take the following actions:

1) Develop and implement methOds for the

recruitment of minorities for employment (in all
positions) with the Cleveland police department.
Establish goals and timetables which will enable

the work force of tl r. police der trtment to
reflect the labor,market of Cleveland (which is

37.8 percent minority).
Develop and implement methods for the

recruitment - -of minorities for employment (in all
positiorrs) with the Cleveland fire department.

Establish goals and timetables which will enable
-the work force of the fire department to reflect

the labor market of Cleveland.
3) Develop and implement methods for the
recruitment of .women for employment (in all
departments and positions) with the city of
Cleveland. Establish goafls and timetables which
will enable the city's work force (in all depart-
ments) to reflect the labor market for Cleveland/ The alleged 'violations cited in the complaint

("which is 40.2-percent women).

4) Eliminate policies \and practices cited under
no. 4 above or provide empirical evidence of

their validity.'
5) Provide training and promotional opportuni-
ties for those women and minorities presently
employed, and those minorities and women who

will he employed in the funire, on an equal basis

with all other employees to facilitate minority
and female representation at all levels of the city

work force.
f) Submit an affirmative action plan (including
goals and timetables) which wili accomplish the
objectives stated under nos. 1, 2, 3, and S above

to the Office of Revenue Shairing for approval.
This plan shall be due no later than August 1,

1977.
7) Submit annual reports to the Office of
Revenue Sharing describing progress toward the
objectives stated above, under the affirmative

action plan, and containing a roster of the city's
employees, indicating for each: name, race, sex,

date hired, starting salary, starting position,

present salary, and present position. The first re-

port shall be due January 1, 1978,, and every

year thereafter.
ORS asked the city to respond within 60 days

with its plan to correct the violations and to imple-

ment the actions deemed necessary by that

Federal agency. In June the city'responded to ORS

and argued, basically, that with the establishment

of an affirmative action section in the office of
pL.rsonnel and the ,delelopment of an affirmative

action plan, the city had ,resolved the issues raised

in the ORS idvestigation.23 ORS, however, found

the city's response unacceptable and, as will be

detailed in chapter 6, further administrative
proceedings will he carried out against the city if

it does not satisfactorily meet ORS requirements.

Alleged CETA Violations:
An administrative complaint regarding the use

of Comprehensive Employment and.Training Act
(CETA) funds was filed with the U.S. Department
of*Labor, Employment and Training Administra-

t./wit, in April 1977, against the Cleveland Aret
Western Reserve Manpower Consortium?' The
/city of Cleveland is the major prime contractor .

/ with the consortium, and most of the charges in
the complaint dealt with Cleveland.

were:
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1) Use of funds to rehire employees laid off in
anticipation that they could he rehired with
CETA money;
2) failure to give special consideration to the
most severely disadvantaged and to welfare
recipients;
3) failure to make public service employment
opportunities available on an equal basis to sig-
nificant segments of the wiemployed (significant
segment are defined as "those groups of people
to be characterized, if appropriate, by racial or
ethnic, sex, age, occupational or veteran status,
which causes them to experience unusual dif-
ficulty in obtaining employment and who are
most in need of the services provided by the
Act." 29 C.F.R. §94.4 );
4) failure to fund public service needs which
had not been met And to implement new public
services:.
5) failure to provide transitional employment or
employment in jobs that are likely to lead to
regular unsubsidized employment when the

.unemployment rate recedes;
6) failure to remove artificial barriers to em-
plOyment, such as civil service requirements,
which restrict employment opportunities for the
disadvantaged; and, .

7) failure to allow community organizations
adequate participation in the planning of pro-
grams.
In each case, the consortium has provided writ-

. ten assurances that these ',violations would not
occur and that it would comply with all CETA
requirements. According to the complaint, how-
ever, the assurances have been virtually ignored.
Among the kinds of relief sought by the complai-
nants are the following:

I )- Substantial reduction 'in '., the percentage of
"rehires" (regular municipal' employees tel.; .edi
with CETA funds);
2) substantial increases in ..the percentage of
public 'service employment positions filled by
persons entitled to special consideration under
the act;
3) significant efforts to reduce artificial barriers
to public employment;
4Y greater opportunities for participation by
community -based organizations serving the
poverty community and other special target
groups in planning CETA-programs.
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It should he noted that,' although this complaint
ha:. b.:en filed .vith the Employment and Training
Adminstration, no ruling has yet been made."

A Question of Politics?
Employment discrimination in Cleveland may

well he just one of a series of problems in person-
nel administration which are rooted in politics.
Many observers in Cleveland claim that virtually
all hiring in city government is based on political
affiliation rather than merit, and that the civil ser-
vice commission is subservient to the political
party :n power. .

Robert Weirnan, a civil service commissioner
in Cleveland, described the commission as a total
fraud. He claimed it was a cartoon which serves to
legitimize political patronage. According to Weiss-
man, virtually every job at all levels in city govern-
ment is a political appointment with a few excep-
tions, primarily in the police and fire departments.

sHe said this has been the case since the beginning
of the Perk administration, and that, things were
probably not much different it3 previous adminis-
t rat ions.26

Weissman is not alone in his assessment. Wil-
liam 0. Walker, the veteran editor and publisher
of Cleveland's major black newspaper,. the Call
and Post, described the civil service commission as
a joke." Edward R. Stege, the lawyer for the
plaintiffs in the Shield Club cases, claimed most
hiring other than for patirtl officers and firefighter
is based on patronage, and that the function of the
civil service system is to devise ways of getting
around the. merit system." Roldo Bartimole, a
former Wall' Street Journal and Cleveland Plain
Dealer reporter who now writes a pamphlet called
"Point of View," said everybody in town knows
that the way to get a job with the city of Cleveland
is to bypass civil service And go straight to
Republican headquarters."

In a series of special reports, the Cleveland Press
found that civil service tests have become a
method of legalizing lobs for party loyalists who
are hired initially as temporary appohhees. Even-
tually, temporary appointees must take an exam,
but if they fail they are given a new temporary ap:
pointment. This process continues until they even-
tually pass the test. Sometimes new positions must
be created. TI::: explains in part why the number
of job classifications has expanded from 50, when
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the civil service system was introduced almoist 40

years ago, to more than 700. High level appointees

do not generally have problems because their tests
are oral rather than written, according to the

Press."'
Ip 1976 the city hired a consultant, William Sil-

verman, to study city personnel practices and
other facets of city government. Upon completion
of his study, Silverman told one newspaper re-
porter that, "The vast majority of people at City
Hall are hired politically.'"

Similar :onclusions were drawn by a Washing-
ton, D.C., consultant in the McManis report of
1973. That report, also contracted for by the Perk
administration, .:eluded several recommendations
which, according to the Press, have yet to be acted

upon."7
The Silverman report of 1976 has been the sub-

ject of Much controversy in recent months.

Although it was paid for with public funds, the city

(prior to September 1977) refused to release it
despite pressure from the local media." The Ohio
Advisory Committee wrote Mayor Perk rzquesting
a copy of the report on June 3, 1977. As of Sep-
tember 1977, the Committee had received no

response.' An assistant to the mayor stated in

May 1977 that the administration was still studying
the report's, (See appendices I and II relating to
the Silverman report.)

DiscriminationA Fact of Life in
Cleveland

City government of Cleveland has long been a
source of widespread discrimination. For perhaps a
variety-of reasons, including intentional discrimina-
tion on the part of city officials, minorities and
women remain today underutilized in the higher
status, better paid positions, and they are concen-
trated in less attractive jobs with the city of Cleve-
land. A number of legal actions have evolved from

this situation and some pockets of progress can be
identified. But other instances of prejudice and
discrimination have not been dealt with legally,
and many individuals ha-ve suffered because of it.

lone Biggs, who has worked for the city of
Cleveland since 1934, recently testified --,on the

years of discriminatory treatment she- has en-
dured.' In 1955 she took a deputy clerk position.

with the Cleveland municipal court. After 20
years, during which she claimed she received two

raises totaling $500, she ex)mined the records of
the payroll department and found that men were

paid more than women and that whites were paid
more than blacks.

In April 1975 she filed formal complaints

against the clerk of the Cleveland municipal court,

the civil service commission, and the city of Cleve-
land with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the Ohio Civil Rights Commis-

sion. In June 1975 every black employee in her of-

fice, except her, was given a, raise. A new clerk of
the court was elected in 1976, and, according to
Biggs, conditions improved. Biggs dropped her
complaint but she concluded it, her testimony that,

"I cannot describe the feeli:g I still get when I
think that my hours of soul searching, frustration,
bitterness, and harassment have been in vain." It
should be noted that employees of the clerk of the
court's office are not subject to the personnel poli-

cies of the administrative branch of city govern-
ment. They are, therefore, even more vulnerable
to political influence in the employment process.,
than other city employees.

George Forbes, president of the Cleveland city

council, related a recent incident of outright

bigotry to Commission staff. While in the process
of temporarily suspending a young black city em-
ployee, a supervisor told the youth, "I don't like
black shoes, I don't like black coffee, and I don't
like black niggers."37 No matter what the','circum-

stances were surrounding the suspension, this one
Statement is a harsh reminder that racial prejudice
in its starkest form is still a reality.

That equal employment opportunity is not a
reality in Cleveland city government is recognized

by city officials. In response to this situation, the
city issued an affirmative action plan in May 1977.
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Chapter 4

An Affirmative Action Proposal

In May 1977 the city of Cleveland developed an
affirmative action plan. The preface of volume I of
that plan begins:

Equal opportunity for all is an American ideal
which the City of. Cleveland has pursued in a
variety of ways throughout its long and exem-
plary history.

The development of this Affirmative Action
Plan ( AAP ) is a further demonstration of the

.City's commitment to ensuring equal employ-
ment opportunity for all without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry.
sex,age, or handicap.

'Th Some observers argue that the plan was

d-veloped less out of a commitment to equal op-
portunity and more as a response to pressure from
the Federal Government. (Cleveland receives

more than $70 million annually in Federal aid
which,' among other things, meets the payroll for
approximately one-half of the city work force.'
Tom Campbell, a history professor at Cleveland
State University and a candidate for mayor of the

city, maintained that the possibility of a cutoff of
Federal funds prompted theclevelopment of the

plan:2 Helen Williams, director of Cleveland
Women Working, echoed these sentiments.'

The timing of the plan was pro;)itious. At least
two Federal agencies indiclZted ti) city officials in
the spring of 1977 that it would have to develop

an affirmative action,plan to be considered eligible
to participate in programs funded through ..those

two agencies.' Dean Schanzel, director of the de-
partment of personnel, admitted that Cleveland
may be one of the last cities to write an affirma-
tive action plan, but, he argued. the city now has
one of the best.'

Despite testimonials offered by city officials,

re are serious problems with the affirmative ac-
tion plan. There are severe deficiencies in the con-
tent of the plan, difFiculties have already arisen in
the city's attempts -....- begin implementing the plan,

and there are question's as to the city's commit-
ment to what has been put down on paper.

Content of Cleveland's
Affirmative Action Plan

The affirmative action plan of the city of Cleve"-

land is rife with =Problems that raise 'seri s

questions about the city's intention and abilit to
eliminate employihent discrimination in the near
future. The baSie deficiency in the plan'S content
is the failure to identify the specific problem areas
which account for
patterns developed.
describe specific

how the existing employment
As a result, the plan fails to
actions to correct thos'e

problems. The plan does identify specific com-
ponents of personnel adminitration which may
have a disparate impact on minorities and women
(e.g., recruitment, training, job descriptions, etc.)

hut, with a few exceptions, it does not indicate
how they affect women in Cleveland city govern-
ment.

Many of the proposed action programs call for
further study and the development of recommen-
dations whereas an affirmative action plan should

specify policies and practices that account for the

underutilization of minorities and women and in-
clude plans (with goals and timetables) for cor-
recting the existing problem areas. There are some
strong points in the plan and there are deficien-
cies. Specific components of the plan are analyzed

below.

Policy Statement
Volume I of the plan, which contains the action.'

programs proposed by the city to create 'equal em-
ployment opportunity, leads off with a policy state-
ment. The equal nployment opportunity policy
statement signed by the mayor provides sever=al as-

surances essential to an effective affirmative action
plan. It states that the city's policy is to hire and
promote people without regard to race, color, reli-
gion, sex, national origin, age, or handicap. and

qhat such nondiscrimination applijs to all areas of
personnel including recruitment, appointment,
promotion, compensation, benefits, transfers, and

training and educational opportunities. Passive
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nondiscrimination. according to \the statement. is
not sufficient and the affirmative liction plan must_
he results oriented. It calls for all city personnel to
give full cooperation7and for the city to accept its
responsibility to demonstrate creative leadership in
this field.

Dile -failing of the policy statement is that
responsibility for implementing the plan rests with
the director of personnel. This can result in the
director Of personnel being called upon to evaluate
practices that he or she initially designed and is

responsible for, thus creat :ng a potential conflict
of interest. This potential problem has been
pointed out by several equal employment opportu-
nity experts who ha--e reviewed the plan!' A more
appropriate approach would he to create an affir-
mative action or equal employment opportunity
department. That department would have the same
status as the department of personnel and would
he responsible for implementing the plan and
monitoring equal employment opportunity and af-
firmative action responsibilities of the department
of personnel.

Dissemination of the Plan
The plans for disseminating the affirmative ac-

tion plan internally_ if carried out, will effectively
inform city employees about the et:qual employ-
ment opportunity policy and the affirmative action
plan. Supervisory personnel are slated to receive a
copy of the plan: all prospective'` employees will he
informed of the plan during interviews: meetings
with directors_ commissioners, union reprcsenta-
lives. and other supervisory personnel are
scheduled to explain in detail the affirmative 'ac-
tion plan: and other steps are called for to commu-
nicate the policy and the plan thoroughly within
city government.

Plans for disseminating this policy throughout
the Cleveland area are not as comprehensive. All
advertisements for jobs and all civil service an-
nouncements will include tl- e phrase "An Equal
Opportunity Employer," all public contracts will
have an equal opportunity clause, agencies from
which recruitment assistance is sought will he in-
formed of the policy, and minorities and, women
will he shown, in publications containing pictures
of city eniployees, according to the plan..

No mention is made of specific minority or
women's groups, community organizations,
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outreach programs, or media that will he con-
tacted. When a particular employer has a reputa-
tion for not hiring a particular group. members of
that group eventually learn where they arc not
wanted and are hesitant even to apply for jobs.-
even when that employer makes formal policy
statements about equal employment opportunities.
Special efforts must he made to overcome this bar-'-
rier' and to convince that particular group that
there are employment opportunities available. One
tactic ava''able to that employer is to contact
directly .ose specific organizations in the commu-
nity which serve the group in question.

Implementation
The success of any plan depends largely on how

it will he put into effect. One of the central short-
comings of Cleveland's affirmative action plan is
the mechanism proposed for its implementation. In
addition to the problems involved in allocating irri
plementation responsibility within the department
of personnel,. as noted above, is that the number
of staff assigned to carry out the various tasks is
simply not adequate.

According to the City's own recommended prin-
ciples for implementing an affirmative action pro -
gram, one step is to "appoint a top management
official...as Equal Employment Opportunity Officer
(or equivalent title). "'., Yet the city has failed to
follow its own advice. The individual designated as
the city's affirmative action officer is employed in-
the civil service classification of community rela-
tions representative III. While the median salary of
all officials and administrators with the city of
Cleveland falls in the $16,000 to $24,999 range,"
the individual currently appointed as the affirma-
tive action officer earns $16,296,9 and the salary
range for community relations specialist III is

$11,094 to $18,981.'° By its own principles, the
city has not appointed an affirmative action officer
of appropriate rank and authority.

An additional problem is the size of the staff. In
reference to the affirmative action officer, the plan
states:

This staff person's responsibilities will include,
but not necessarily he. limited to:

A. Developing necessary additions and
amendments to the EEO Policy and AAP.
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B. Designing appropriate audit and reporting
systems which will measure the effectiveness
of the AAP (achievement of goals and timeta-
bles) and will identify problem areas.

C. Developing and monitoring implementation
of recommended solutions for problem areas.

D. Serving as liaison between the City and
State and Federal enforcement agencies.

E. Serving as liaison between the City and
minority organizations, women's organizations
and community groups concerned with equal
employment opportunity.

F. Keeping Administration officials and ap-
propriate supervisory personnel informed of
the latest developments in the field of equal
employment opportunity as well as modifica-..
tions in the City's EEO Policy and AAP.

G. Monitoring the implementation of the ac-
tion programs outlined in the AAP and
recommending needed modifications.

H. Conducting periodic visits to City installa-
tions to monitor compliance with appropriate
sections of the AAP.

I. Conducting quarterly audits and preparing
detailed annual reports.

Even though the affirmative action officer will
be working with a staff of four (two professionals,
one paraprofessional, and one clerical worker)." it
is difficult to envision the responsibilites listed
above being carried out in any kind of comprehen-
sive manner with the staff that is currently. devoted

to this job. This difficulty will become evident
below where the'aetion programs called for in the
plan are ,reviewed in greater detail.

Work Force. and Applicant Flow Data
Currently, equal employment opportunity data

for employees have not been computerized and no

data are maint, ined to show the race, sex, or other
pertinent data of those who apply for jobs with the
city, according to the affirmative action plan. As
a result, no comparisons can be made between the
composition of city government employees and the

pool of applicants from which selections are made.

A new computerized personnel/payroll system is

currently being developed that will facilitate 'EEO
data processing.

According to the plan, the first phase of the new

system, originally scheduled to be completed by

June 30, 1977, will include the capability of
providing EEO data required to audit implementa-
tion of the affirmative action plan and to complete

the annual EE0--1 reports. The second phase.
scheduled to he completed by June 30, 1978. will
include computerization of applicant flow data as
well as the capability to provide reports on success --

rates of minorities and women who take civil ser-
vice examinations.

Within a month of release of the plan, however,
the affirmative action officer said the target date

for the first phase had already been pushed back

to January 1, 1978, but she hoped that both

phases would be completed by June 30. 1978..12

The delay in completing the first phase, however,
is one indication of the overall difficLlties involved
in implementing the plan at the current staff level.

Training
According to the affirmative action plan, few of

the city's supervisory personnel and few people

within the department of personnel have had for-
mal training in personnel administration relating to
equal opportunity and affirmative action. There is

also no coordinated approach to inservice training

for employees, thus restricting opportunities for
upgrading skills and for upward mobility, particu-
larly for minorities and women.

Such training, according to the plan, must be

provided. Funds are being sought through the In-

tergovernmental Personnel Act to provide training
for 200, supervisory personnel by May 31, 1.977,

according to the plan, and eventually for 800 su-
pervisory personnel. Funds are also being sought

to provide selected supervisors with more indepth
training and to provide updated information on

changes in EEO law. Sources of training will alSo

be sought for the staff of the department of per-

sonnel in such area's as. interviewing techniques,

employee counseling, recruitment methods, and

other aspect of personnel administration. A needs

survey to provide supervisors with information on
the kinds of training that would be useful for em-

ployees is also scheduled. AccOrding to the plan,

staff of the department of personnel will be

responsible for coordinating training activities.
The original target date for completion of train-

ing for 200' supervisory personnel was May 31,
1977. The needs survey was to be, completed and

a coordinated training program was to be



established by September 1. 1977. However, as of
June 1977, the Intergovernmental Personnel Act
grant had not come through and the affirmative
action officer was not sure when the- funds for
training would be available. The needs survey also
had not been started.'

Stud,, of Job Titles and Job
Descriptions

There are approximately 800 civil service job ti-
tles, many of which are obsolete and others which
represent dupliCation of responsibilities, according
to the plan. Many job descriptions have not been
revised in 25 years and some no longer: accurately
define the requirements or responsibilities of the
jobs. The affirmative action plan calls for a study
of current job titles and descriptions leading to the
elimination of these problems. To establish more
career ladders, new job titles will also be created
so employees, particularly minorities and women,
are not restricted to dead-end, entry level jobs.

Other goals of this project are to eliminate sex-
identifying job titles such as meter maid, firemaln,
and patrolman, and to develop job descriptions
which indicate minimum qualifications for jobs
and more accurately detail the tasks to be per-
formed. The department of personnel will work in
cooperation with all appointing authorities and the
civil service commission. The target date for
completion of the project is December 31, 1978`

Obviously, this is a large task. If the city is suc-
cessful in meeting its target date, it would be a
most commendable accomplishment. But the plan
does not make clear who will be responsible or
how much staff time will be devoted to this job.
As of June 22, 1977, those who will analyze the
job descriptions had not been identified and the
work had not yet begun."

Study of Benefits Programs
The affirmative action plan acknowledges that

benefits programs, in general, are often ad-
ministered in a discriminatory manner. It notes
that insurance policies sometimes prescribe dif-
ferent coverages, for men and women, and that
policies regarding leave of absence for pregnancy,

.:retirement plans, and religious holidays frequently
result in discrimination in benefits programs.

No evaluation of Cleveland's benefits program
has been made to determine whether or not it is
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discriminatory. The plan calls for a comprehensive
study of the city's programs to determine if any il-
legal. disparate impact exists. Recomrnendations
based on this study will be made to ensure to the
fullest extent possible that the benefits programs is
free from discriminatory impact and is consistent
with recent court decisiOns in this area. The target
date for completion of this study, which is to be
conducted by the department of personnel with
the cooperation of the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget. was December 31, 1977.

Completion of a comprehensive study of the
city's benefits program by the end of 1977 would
be a notable accomplishment. But the objective
should be the elimination of discrimination in

benefits programs; the city should take whatever
action is necessary to reach that objective. Ac-
cording to the affirmative action plan,-the study
will result in a series of recommendations. One
question arises: To whom will the recommenda-
tions be made? The plan should state clearly who
has responsibility for the benefits program and for
all other aspects of personnel administration; it
should state specific actions that will be taken to
eliminate disparate impact in all areas; and it
should specify the date by which those actions will
have been taken.

Recruitment
The absence of a centrally administered recruit-

ment program has resulted in a general lack of
knowledge of job opportunities with the city
among job seekers, including current employees
who are unaware of. promotional opportunities.
According to the affirmative action plan, such a
recruitment program is needed particularly to en-
courage more minorities and women to apply for
city jobs. According to the affirmative action of-
ficer, the civil service commission does no recruit-
ing except for the police and fire department;
recent court orders have required the city to
recruit for these two departments.

Because of the large volume of walk-in applica-
tions, the city has had no need to recruit to fill
available jobs.'5 But the affirmative action plan
calls for the creation of a recruitment program to
be established by January 1, 1978. The plan would
include the following components:. wider distribu-
tion of civil service examination announcements,
develOpment of bilingual recruitment literature,



participation in career '\ day programs in city
schools, selective use of media for recruitment
purposes, and use of training programs sponsored
by the Cleveland Area V estern Reserve Man-
power Consortium for recruitment purposes.

Such steps would represent an improvement
over the current situation in which virtually no
recruiting is done. But the potential success of the
plan would he enhanced if the city had a more
comprehensive understanding of how specific
recruitment practices have affected current em-
ployment patterns. One result would have been a
more detailed action program. For example, one
component of the' recruitment program reads,
"selective use of the media, as needed, for recruit-
ment purposes. plan does not specify which
media are to be used. This would he determined
after seeing which protected groups are underutil-

ized in various occupations. Those vehicles which
reach the particular group would then, he selected.

The plan calls for wider distribution of an-
nouncements of civil service tests, but does not in-
dicate where such announcements will he posted.
The plan should state specific minority group and

women's organizations that notonly will receive
such announcements, but will also receive all

available job information and be utilized as

recruitment centers for .city jobs. Media and com-
munity organizations that serve specific groups can
be)useful in locating candidates f Nr jobs. The city
should identify these groups, list ti.,;in in the plan,
and begin developing working relationships with
them. When a group has long been denied oppor-
tunities, special efforts must be initiated to reach
that group to convince them that opportunities will
in fact he available.

Interview Center
Unnecessary delays in appointing new em-

ployees are often caused by a breakdown in coin-
munication among candidates, the department of

personnel, and appointing authorities within

specific departments. Lack of coordination in the
various interviewing procedures used by the city is

also one factor that prevents interviewing
techniques from hieing monitored.

According to the plan, April I, 1978, is the tar-
get date for establiShing an interviewing center in
city hall to permit more coordination and monitor-
ing of the interviewing process. That center will

make it easier for candidates to interview for jobs
And for the city to ensure that interviewers comply
with equal employment opportunity guidelines.

The plan states that the affirmative action of-
ficer may sit iii on any ;interview at any time and
may discuss any problems related to equal employ-
ment opportunity with interviewers after can-
didates have left. This is an extremely haphazard
appr6ach to ensuring compliance. More systematic
steps should he taken to ensure that interviewers
will he familiar with equal opportunity guidelines

knowing what kinds of questions are per-
missible and what are not); those steps should be
spelled out in the plan. As the U.S. Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has noted,
questions regarding religion, education, arrest and
conviction records, credit rating. marital- or :amily

.status, and other areas often are not related to the
tasks to be performed on the job and should not
he asked during the course of an interview. While

personal appearance (length of hair or style of
dress) often affects one individual's opinion of
another, interviewers must be instructed not to let
such factors influence 'employment decisions if

such considerations have been shown to have a
disparate effect on minorities and women.16 If the

city of Cleveland wants to ensure that its inter-

viewing procedures meet equal opportunity.
guidelines (and this is central to any affirmative

action plan),-then the city should indicate in much

greater detail how such compliance will be

achieved.

Skills Bank and Employee Counseli
Employers frequently' d not utilize a 4full

potential of employees cause the- are often
unaware of all the skills ossessed by these in-
dividuals. Recognizing this s uation, the plan calls

for the establishment of a Vills bank and m-

vloyee counseling program to be developed h' lie

department of personnel by April 1, 1978. ,, skills
inventory of all employees will be conducted, and
information will be computerized so that super-
visors can identify employees who may qualify for

better jobs within city government. Counseling will

he made available to employees seeking informa-
tion about career ladders and other job opportuni-
ties with the city.

complementary approach that would enhance
the value of the skills inventory and employee
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counseling would he, wherever feasible, to alter
jobs themselves. In addition to soliciting the skills
of various employees, or providing job training and
-ounselini, jobs themselves can frequently be

nged or expanded to involve new and greater
resp sibilities. For example, in some cases teams
of employees could be formed to deal with a
variety tasks in such away that all individuals
would have greater participation in determining
how a job will be done and in performing it. A
rigid hierarchical structure in which selected in-
dividuals have most or all authority while others
simply take orders and perform routine tasks often
wastes the many talents of individuals in the 'group
and lessens employee morale; a different kind of
work organization often utilizes diverse skills,
enhances morale, and increases efficiency. To the
extent that people are plugged into a system con-
taining, a limited number of "desirable" jobs, the
payoff of a skills inventory or employee counseling
is limited. However, if jobs can he redesigned and
more "desirable" positions can be created, the
potential payoff in terms of.- utilizing all available
skills within the work force is much greater.

Innovations aimed at improving the "qUality of
working life" have often resulted in reduced costs
and more efficient delivery of service in both the
public and private sectors. More than 2,500 labor-
management productivity committees are now
established in public and private sector organiza-
tions in which the skills and talents of workers are
pooled to decide collectively how work will be
carried out in the production of goods and the
delivery of services. In other words, experiments
originally designed to imprOve the working life of
employees often lead to increased productivity as
well." The policy statement of. the affirmative ac-
tion -plan calls jfor the city to "demonstrate crea-
tive leadership in the field of equal employment
opportunity." This is one area where the city
could clearly demonstrate creative leadership.

Survey of Physical Plant
Recognizing that many city office buildings may

be Inaccessible to handicapped workers, the affir-
mative action plan calls for the department of per-
sonnel, in cooperation. with the department of
public properties, to conduct 'a survey of all city
.buildings. Using a checklist similar to the one
developed by the Ohio Governor's Committee on
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Employment of the Handicapped, the survey will
determine what modifications are needed to make
offices and other work sites more accessible to the
handicapped. The target date fOr completion of
the survey is September 1, 1977.

While it is to the city's credit that it formally
recognizes problems faced by handicapped wor-
kers, this program lacks specificity to ensure that
the ultimate goalelimination of structural bar-
riers which prevent handicapped workers from en-
tering city officeswill be achieved. The plan also
refers to a checklist developed by the Ohio Gover-
nor's cornn:ittee, but it says nothing about bringing
the city into compliance with the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, or the specific regulations issued by
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare which enforces section 504 of that act."
The city should take whatever action is necessary
to ensure that it is in compliance with these
Federal requirements, and these actions should be
specified in the affirmative action plan.

EEO Grievance Procedure
A formal grievance procedure has been adopted

which will enable employees to seek resolution of
discrimination complaints internally without having
to go to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission or the Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
While there are a number of steps involved in han-
dling a complaint, basically the procedures call for
the Xffirmative action officer to conduct an in-
vestigation and to consult with the director of per-
sonnel, the appropriate commissioner or super-
visor, and other relevant supervisory personnel.
The grievance procedure, however, does not in-
dicate what kind of action may be taken against a
supervisor found guilty of discrimination, what
kind of relief could be granted a complainant, or
what the timetable is for processing a complaint.

While implementation responsibility rests with
the department of personnel (which again raises
the possibility of conflicts of interest), the
procedure fails to make clear exactly who has final
decisionmaking authority; As in the case of other
action programs designed to put the' affirmat!ve
action plan into effect, the lack of specificity in
the grievance procedure inhibits the potential ef-
fectiveness it may have.
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Internal Audit and Reporting
The affirmative action plan calls for quarterly

audits of the city work force, a detailed annual re-
port and revision of the affirmative action program
(taking into consideration changes in Federal .tnd

State laws, court decisions, and other EEO-related

_information), and submission of all reports
required by enforcement agencies.

The plan states:

Areas of major change due to new hires,
transfers, promotions, layoffs, terminatit or
other factors will be identified through these
audits, and the information will be reviewed
individually with Directors and Commissioners
in light of the annual and long range goals.

These are commendable objectives, but this is
the only point in the whole plan where long range
goals are mentioned and, again, specific long range

goals are not indicated.

Work Force Analysis and Goals for
1977

Cleveland's affirmative action plan
is a'700-page document detailing the distribution
of city workers by race and sex within occupa-
tional groups and salary ranges for each of 69 de-
partments, divisions, and bureaus. The goals for
1977 of each unit are also stated. The last page of

volume 11 indicates the -distribution of workers
within occupational groups by race and sex for the
city government work force as a whole. But no
.comparable breakdowns by income levels for the

city as a whole are provided. Volume-)1. contains
much data, bUt as a work force analysis- it is

misleading, and as a statement of goals and timeta-

bles it is simply inadequate.
The work force analysis clearly documents the

underutilization of women in city government, par-

ticularly at the higher level jobs. As indicated in

table 3 of chapter 2, only 13.7 percent of city
government workers are women compared to 40.2

percent for the Cleveland labor market. Within
professional and official occupational_ groups,
women account for less than one-half the propor-
tion of workers in city government than they ac-

.count for in the labor market. Table 3- also sug-
gests that blacks are fairly well represented in city
government, including the higher level jobs. Table

3 shows, for example, that blacks account for 26.5

percent of all officials in city government com-

pared to 21 .3 percent for the total Cleveland labor

force. But a closer examination reveals that blacks

within this occupational group are heavily concen-
trated at the lowest salary ranges. Among officials
in the $8,000 to S9.999 range, blacks account for
74 percent, but among those earning $25,000 or
more, blacks account for just 9 percent.'9 As in-
dicated in chapter 2; a similar pattern holds for
professional employees as well.

A major deficiency in Cleveland's affirmative
action plan is the treatment of goals and timeta-

bles. First, all goals are 1-year- goals. -Since the

'plan is to he revised each year, goals are stated

only in reference to projected hiring for the com-
ing year. There is no reference anywhere in the

plan to specific, long term goals. While the plan
does indiCate that the city is pursuing equal em-
ployment opportunity for all, there is no policy
statement indicating, even in the long run, that the

ultimate objective is to have a city government
work force that generally reflects the makeup of
the Cleveland labor market. The affirmative action
officer said intermediate goals_ for a 2- or 3-year
period may be developed in the next few years,

but there are no plans to develop long terms

Second, all goals are stated on a unit-by-Unit

basiS, and no compi'ehensive goals for the city as

a- whole, are given.. The plan includes a brief
desciiption of the projected hiring needs and nu-
merical goals for the- next 1-year period of each
department, division, and bureau, many of whiCh

anticipate no hiring at all.
Commission staff aggregated the total number of

new hires projected for the coming year and the
total number projected to be minorities or women

for the city as a whole and for each occupational

g- ,up. The analysis fOund that the goals called for
hiring minorities and women at a lower rate than

they are currently employed by the city.' Within
those units for which a specific number of-new

hires or replacements were projected, a total of

351 hires are anticipated for the coming ..yvar

Among the 351 , 15.7 percent will be black anc
11.4 percent will he women, according to the
goals These 'figures compare to a current cit!
government work force which is 34.6 percen
black and 13.7 percent fenale (as indicated
table 3). -Although the goals call for some im

provement, particularly for women among th-



higher level jobs (see tztble 4). in general. the
1977 goals. if achieved, will serve to exacerbate
rather than ameliorate existing underutilization of
protected groups.

It is important to evaluate employment practices
and to establish goals within specific units. But it
is equally imperative to examine the total work
force, and within that structure to identify problem
areas and take necessary corrective action. Two
reasons why the city had failed to develop a plan
that provides for the necessary corrective action
are its failure to analyze the total work force in
terms of the salary and occupation of mjnority and
women workers, and its failure to establish goals
on a citywide basis.

The problems of 1-year only goals and of unit-
by unit goals are el isely related. If goals were pro-
jected for a Ion er time span, then fewer units
would report that 41y anticipated no hiring for
the period covered. Thirty-six (48 percent) of the
departments, divisons, and bureau reported that
they anticipate no new hires for the coming year.
The more new hirings anticipated, the more op-
portunities there would be to implement an equal
employment opportunity program. Although it,

may be difficult to predict accurately how many
jobs will open up over several years, reasonable
estimates can be made based on analysis' of tur-
novers during previous years and of areas where
the city anticipates exparnlism or cutbacks. The ac-
curacy of these estimates would be enhanced if the
needs of specific units and the city as a whole
were viewed in conjunction with each other.

A third problem with the goals established in
volume II is that no specific numerical goals were
established for the . police or fire departments,
despite court orders requiring the city to do so.
While the plan cites the specific court orderS and
the requirements handed down by the judges re-
garding police and fire department hirings, the
plan does not state explicitly the hiring intentions
of these two departments, of that they even intend
to comply with court orders.

Further deficiencies exist among some of those
units which projected specific goals. For example,
the division-of streets (with 510 employees) has a
normal attrition rate of 7 to 8 percent, according
to the affirmative action plan. it is anticipated that
replacements will be hired and that one electrician
and,two typists will he added. The division's goals,
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however, refer only to the two typist positions to
he added. No goals are indicated for the 35 to 41
people (7 to 8 percent of 5 10) who will be hired
in the coming year.22 The division of waste collec-
tion and disposal anticipates adding four clerical
workers. Its goal is to hire four women for these
positions. To state this kind of goal does little to
alter the sex stereotyping of jobs or to upgrade the
status of women in city government.

Goals and timetables constitute the heart of an
affirmative- action plan. According to Revised
Order No. 4:

An acceptable affirmative action program
must include an analysis of areas which the
contractor is deficient in the utilization of
minority groups and women, and further,
goals and timetables to which the contractor's
good faith efforts must be directed to correct
the deficiencies and, thus to increase materi-
ally the utilization of minorities and women,
at all levels and in all segments of his work
force where deficiencies exist.23

By establishing short term goals that increase
underutilization of minorities and women and by
failing to project long term goals to eliminate such
patterns, the city of Cleveland has produced a plan
which does not meet Federal requirements and
which can hardly be called an affirmative action
plan.

Affirmative Action in
r''-welandA Question of Good

lh
_Ieveland's affirmative action plan addresses

several aspects of personnel administration which
are crucial to an effective plan. But it fails to
identify the specific problem areas which deny
equal employment opportunity in government. As
a result, it does not delineate specific policies and
programs to resolve those problems. Most notable
is the failure to specify long term goals. In addi-
tion, many of the general points which are ad-
dressed are treated inadequately.

Many of the action programs (as described in
the plan) do not indicate specifically what action
will take place or who will be responsible for the
work. There are also serious 'questions about the
proposed implementation mechanism which, when
viewed in conjunction with the shortcomings in the
plan's content, raises further questirs as to



TABLE 4

City of Cleveland, 1977 Goals (from Cleveland's Affirmative Action Plan)

Projecte'd New

Total

Prof., Tech.,

Off., and Admin.' Clerical Craft Service

Para.

Prof.

Protective

Service

Hires 351 97 66 55
*

102 17 14

Females 40(11.4%) 29(29.9%) 4(6.1%) 2(3.6%) 0 4(23.5%) 1(7.1%)

Blacks 55(15.7%) 28(28.9%) 9(13.6%) 7(12.7%) 9(8.8%) 1(5.9%) 1(7.1%)



whether or not the city is facing the issue of equal
employment opportunity in good faith.

The city has already missed two target dates
The Intergovernmental Personnel Act grant h_is

not come through and the training of 200 super-
visory personnel to be completed by
1977, has not begun. The first phase of the work
force and applicant flow data processing
(originally scheduled to he completed by June 30,
1977) has also not been completed. Given the
work program described in the plan as it is cur-
rently written. it appears inconceivable that a staff
of four people. even v.,ith the support other depart-
ments are supposed to provide: could comprehen-
sively -u-ry out duties assigned to the affirmative
action officer and her three assistants.

An additional harrier to effective implementa-
tion of an affirmative action plan is the conflict
within the leadership of city government. Mayor
Perk has formally endorsed the plan but George
Forbes, president of the Cleveland City Council.
and chairman of the finance and rules committees.
is strongly opposed to the plan. Forbes *claimed
that he would not allocate one penny towards its
implementation. His primary concern with the plan
is that, in his opinion. it favored women over
racial minorities." The isSue here is not the merits
of Forbes' comments. but rather that the leader-
ship of the city is not unified behind a plan to im-
plement an affirmative action plan effectively to
achieve equal employment opportunity-.

The, city of Cleveland has a long history of dis-
crimination against minorities and women in its
employment practice's. Given the propitious timing
of the plan, the deficiencieS in its contents. thc

'limited resources- devoted to implementation. and
the lack of unified support from the city' leader-
ship. one might well ask if the city is actiialgdeirn
good faith to eliminate employment discrimination,

_Cleveland as Model for the
Coh,..nunity

In the preface of the plan. the city states:

plan outlines definite programs which
will not only allow the City of Cleveland to
live to today's NI andardS Of equal cmploY-
went opportunity but will se; :!n important ex-
ample I - 'tpployers throughout the commu-
nity,

An effective fiffirmative fiction plain would eer-
i.iiii! set a favorable model for employers
throughout the Cleveland metropolitan area. As
indicated in the previous pafies. however. the city
has yet to develop such a plan. But the city can
exercise greater influence on the private sector
through an effective contract compliance program.
As the following Chapter indicates. however, the
contract compliance program of the city of Cleve-
land atm, contains many problems which restrict
thc potential influence it could have on employers
throughout the community.
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24. George Forbes, staff interview, Cleveland. Ohio, June 22,

1977.
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Chapter 5

Cleveland's-Contract Compliance Program

In 1969 the city of Cleveland established a con-
tract compliance program to "provide for equality
of employment opportunity by every company
doing business with the city," in the words of
Mayor Perk.' An office of coot. compliance
was created as part of the city's community. rela-
tions board. The position of contract compliance
officer was created to administer the program,
Like the affirmative action plan, the contract com-
pliance program embodies some of the key ele-
ments 'for an effective program, but there are sig-
nificant deficiencies.

The Office of Contract
Compliance

The office of contract compliance consists of a
contract compliance officer and four field staff.
The office reviews bids submitted by those wishing
to do business with the city and monitors employ-
ment practices of the city contractors to assure
that all contractors are in c( Ipliance with city
equal employment opportunity requirements. The
contract compliance officer is responsible for
determining whether or not a contractor is in com-
pliance and then makes the appropriate recom-
mendations to the mayor or the director of the de-
partment involved in the contract. Final decision-,
making authority rests with the board of controls,
a committee consisting of the mayor and the
directors of the major city departments.

All city contracts must contain an equal employ-
ment opportunity clause in which contractors state
that they do not discriminate against employees on
the basis of race, religion, color, sex, or national
origin, and that the contractor will make available
to the contract compliance officer any records

_pessary to monitor compliance. All bids must be
accompanied by a "Bidder Employment Practices
Report," which provides a variety of information
about the employers' policies and practices regard-
ing equal employment opportunity, including a
breakdown of employees within each, occupational
categ ry by race and sex. The apparent successful
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hidder is also required to attend a pre-award con-
ference to provide additional information if
requested by the contract compliance officer.
(Requirements similar to those described in this
chapter also apply to subcontractors.)

Contractors are required:

...to take whatever affirmative actions are
necessary to assure equal employment oppor-
tunity in all phases of employment, regardless
of race, religion, color, sex, or national
origin....To do this, the contractor must have
a program of affirmative action tailored to the
particular set of circumstances within which
the contractor's company operates.'

The city suggests some ingredients for an affir-
mative action plan, such as writing an equal op-
portunity policy, appointing a top management-of-
ficial as equal opportunity officer (which the city
did not do in its own affirmative action plan), in-
structing staff to hire and promote on a nondis-
criminatory basis, making contacts with minority
organizations and recruiting in areas with large
Minority populations, and providing job training
and counseling so minorities and women can take
advantage of promotional opportunities.

For construction contracts worth $10,000 or
more, project site reports must be provided within
90 days from the beginning of work and at each
90-day interval. Such reports must include infor-.
mation about employment practices including
statistical data on the race and sex of workers, and
any other information the contract compliance of-
ficer prescribes.

If a contractor is found to be in noncompliance,
the contract compliance officer negotiates with the
contractor a mutually acceptable plan of action to
')ring that contractor into compliance. In those
cases where a contractor has been found to be in
noncompliance, and "after affording such contrac-
tor or subcontractor a reasonable time to correct
hi:, situation Ad where negotiations have been of
no avail,' a number of sanctions can be imposed.
After the contract compliance officer makes a
recommendation to the mayor or the director of
the department involved, the city may:



withhold future payments until compliance is

secured;
prohibit that contractor from bidding on fu-

ture contracts until complianceis secured:
cancel the current contract; or
take other appropriate proceedings to en-

force the law.
The city can also prOvide all relevant data to ap-

propriate State and Federal agencies.
There are at, least two problems with the pro-

gram. 1- 'wever, which can nullify any benefits that

might otherwise occur. First, contractors are not
required to establish specific goals or timetables in
their affirmative 'action programs. According to
the contract compliance offiCer, he generally looks
for at least one-third'''. of the work force to be
minority, given the large minority pOpulation in

the 'Cleveland area.4 But no similar informal

guideline was mentioned regarding ther-NZThploy-

ment of women. Second, the "reasonable time-
that is permitted for negotiations between the city
and contractors before sanctions are imposed is

not specified. If a specific length of time were
established, unnecessary delays in bringing con-
tractors into compliance could be reduced. Ac-
cording to Elijah Wheeler, contract compliance of-

ficer, no contractors have had contracts ter-

minated or funds temporarily withheld because of
violations of city equal employment opportunity
requirements.5

Employment Patterns of City
Contractors

The office of contract compliance provided a
variety of information about its program to Com-
mission -staff. Among the materials provided for
the year of 1976 Were the names and addresses of

all companies receiving contracts of $10,000 or
more from the city of Cleveland, the Bidder Em-

ployment Practices reports of all companies

receiving contracts worth $50,000 or more, and
the Bidder Employment 'Practices reports of all
companies denied city contracts because of viola-

tions of 'city equal employment opportunity

requirements.

Where Cleveland's Money Goes
In 1976 Cleveland let 265 contracts Worth

$10,000 or more each. The total value of these
contracts came to over $50 million. More than

170.000 people were employed by the contracting
companies. Of the 265 contracts which were let,

180 went to companies located in the city of
Cleveland. 52 went to companies located el-

sewhere in Ohio (primarily in the C' 'and

SMSA and 33 went to firms located outs. the

State. The value of contracts going to city firms
was more than $35 million, while $8.5 million
went to other Ohio companies and $6 million went

to those outside of Ohio. The Cleveland firms
receiving contracts employed approximately

22.000 people. Other Ohio recipients of city con-

tracts employed almost 15,000, while the out-of-
State firms employed just under 140,000 people.

Distribution of MinoritieS and Women
within Companies Seeking Cit,'
Contracts

Eighty contractors each received contracts,

worth $50,000 or more in 1976. Thirty-five of
those 'contractors were located in the city of

Cleveland. Contract compliance officer Elijah

N'v .eeler, in noting that he generally ' looks for
minorities to account for approximately one-third

of all bidders' work forces in order forbidders to
be eligible for city contracts, based thatguideline
on the large minority population in Clev t land.

The following analysis will focus on contractors
within the city of Cleveland. Those with, fewer

than 25 employers were also-excluded. The infor-

mation is taken from the Bidder Employments,

Practiced reports of 26 contractors in the city o)''

Cleveland, each of whom received contracts worth
$50,000 or more and who employed 25 or more

people. .

If the city looks for one-third of its contractors'

work forces to be minority as an informal

guideline in monitoring compliance, then that

guideline is very loosely enforced. Among' the 26

Cleveland contractors receiving contracts worth
$50,000 or more and employing 25 people or.
more, 17 (65 percent) have a work force in which

the minority representation is less than one-third.
The representation of minority workers is lower in

the higher paying positions. In 24 of these compa-
nies, minorities account for less than 25 percent of

all professional, technical, and administrative

(officials and managers) workers. In 13 (50 per-
cent) of these firms; there was not one minority in

a professional, technical, or administrative posi-



tion. Considering the fact that blacks account for
more than 35 percent of the Cleveland labin- mar-
ket and approximately 25 percent of all profes-
sional, technical, and administrative workers. it is

evident that minorities are seriously underutilized
in, those companies doing business with the city of
Cleveland.

The jot situation for women is even bleaker
among city contractors. In 23 (88 percent) of
these 26 contractors, women account for less than
23 percent of the total work force. Among profes-
sional, technical, and administrative workers,
women are less than 25 percent of the total in 25
(96 percent) of these firms, and less than 16 per-
cent in 24 of them. Eleven (42 percent) of these
contractors employed no women in these occupa-
tions. Women are over 40 percent of the total
Cleveland labOr market.and approximately 40 per-
cent of professional, technical, and administrative
workers.

The 26 contractors employ 6,904 workers.
Minorities account for 29 percent and women ac-,
count for 11 percent of the total. Among the
1,491 professional, technical, and administrative
workers employed by these firms, 11 percent are
minority and 9 percent are women. In 1976 the
city rejected bidS offeVd by 12 contractors
because of-noncompliancti.with city equal employ-
ment opportunity requirements. Two of these firms
employed more than 25 workers and were located
in the city of Cleveland. In some respects, their
employment patterns were better than those of ap-
proved contractors. Among the two which were
rejected, women accounted for 23 percent of all
employees. However, minorities accounted for 3
percent of all employees in these two firms and, in
both cases, there were no minorities or women
employed in professional, technical, or administra-
tive positions.

If theSe employment patterns reflected an im-
provement over previous years, then it would he
reasonable to conclude that pr ,Cr was being

'made and that employment opport rtriiife-sfor
minorities and women would continue to open up
in the future. But that does not appear to he the
case. In the Bidder Employment Practices reports,
contractors are asked to indicate the race and sex
composition of their work forces for a previous re-
porting period: (No specific time period is stated.)
Among the 17 contractors who reported a minori-
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tv work force of less than 33 percent, H indicated
what the minority utilization was in a previous re-
port. In six of those eight cases, the current
minority utilization was lower than that which was
previously reported.' Among the 23 contractors
who reported a female work force Of less than 23
percent. 7 indicated what their female utilization
rate was in a previous report. In six of those seven
eases, the current female utilization was lower
than that which was reported previously.

Contract Compliance: Promise
and Performance

An effective contract compliance program could
substantially improve employment opportunities

minorities and women in the Cleveland area.
But such a program has not yet been established
within Cleveland's city government. There are a
number of factors which limit the effectiveness of
the existing program. First, more than 10 percent
of .the dollars which go to city contractors go to
firms that are located outside the Cleveland
metropolitan area. Second, no results oriented
goals and timetables are required of city contrac-
tors. Third, existing requirements appear to be
loosely enforced.

Minorities and women are underutilized among
city contractors located in Cleveland, and it ap-
pears the situation is getting worse. The city of
Cleveland is currently doing business with local
firms whose employment patterns of minorities
and women are among the worst in the city. There
are exceptions, but in general it does not appear
that firms wanting to do business with the city
must be overly concerned with their own employ-
ment practices. Clearly, the office of contract
compliance in Cleveland does not appear to be a
force that substantially influences the employment
opportunities of minorities and women in the city.

Notes to Chapter 5
City of Cleveland Equal Employment Opportunity Program:

Office of Contract Compliance, (1974), p. I.

2. Ibid.. p. 3.

3. Ibid., p. 7.

4. Elijah Wheeler. contract compliance officer, staff interview,
Cleveland. Ohio. June 22, 1977.

5. Elijah Wheeler. letter to Valcska S. Hinton. Commission
staff. Aug: lb. 1977.
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Chapter 6

Employment Discrimination in Cleveland:
The Federal Government's Role

The assistance and, where necessary. enforce-

ment efforts of the Federal Government can play
an important role in eliminating employment dis-
crimination in any major metropolitan atea. The

city of Cleveland subinitted its affirmative action
plan for review to 12 Federal agencies' which pro-

vided the city with more than $78 million in

1977.2 These funds met, 'among O-t-h-Z\ things, the

payroll for approximately half the city 's\workers.3

Each agency requires recipientS to meet certain
nondiscrimination requirements not only in the ad-

ministration of the program being funded but also

in specific aspects of their employment practices.

One problem most major cities face in meeting
Federal requirements is the myriad rules and regu-

lations established by various agencies. Those
requirements range from a set of general principles

to detailed regulations. Another problem is that
agencies vary widely in the extent to which they
monitor recipients and entorce their own regula-

tions. In some cases virtually no oversight is prac-

ticed. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

stated 'in its 1975 evaluation of the Federal

Government's civil rights enforcement effort in the

area of employment:

The diffusion of authority for enforcing
Federal equal employment mandates among

diverse agencies is one of the paramount
reasons for the overall failure, of the govern-
ment to mount a coherent attack on employ-
ment discrimination. Agencies have different
policies and standards for compliance: They
disagree...on such key issues as the definition
of employment discrimination, testing. the use
of goals and timetables:, fringe benefits, and
back pay... This fragmented administrative
picture has resulted in duplication of effort,
inconsistent findings, and a loss of public faith
in the objectivity and efficiency of the pro-
gram.'

The inadequacies of Cleveland's affirmative at-

tion plan were noted in chair 4. Below is an
evaluation of the compliance activities of those 12

Federal agencies which were asked to review the

plan. This examination will focus on 'the adequa-

cies .of these agencies- requirements and of their
enforcement efforts in Cleveland. Some of the
agencies have not had time to complete their as-

sessment of Cleveland's plan. However, this review
uncovered further evidence of the problems the
Commission noted An its analysis of the Federal
Government's civil rights enforcement efforts.

Department of Labor
The Comprehensive Employment and Trainin

Act (CETA) administered by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor (DOL). That agency has

established specific civil rights regulations' with
which recipients are supposed to comply. In the

case of Cleveland, however, it appears that

Labor's enforcement activities have not resulted in

full compliance with its own regulationS.

On March- 10, 1977, James LaVanchy, Assistant

Area Manager for the U.S. Civil Service Commis-

sion in Dayton, Ohio, wrote Lewis Nic8lini, DOL's
Associate Regional Administrator for the Employ-

ment and Training Administration (ETA) in

Chicago, regarding the Cleveland-Western Reserve

Manpower Consortium. The :ity of Cleveland

operates its more than $27 million CETA program
through this consortium and is its major prime
sponsor. LaVanchy stated that the consortium
failed to meet civil service personnel requirements
because it failed to submit an equal employment
opportunity plan and failed to submit separation

policies and classification standards.'
As additional background on the question of

Cleveland's compliance with Federal civil rights

regulations, Richard Kaufman, DOL's Federal
representative for Cleveland, indicated that Cleve-

land would not have been able to get renewal of
its Title Land Title II CETA monies without sub-

mitting an affirmative action plan by late spring
1977.6 Kaufman said that Cleveland was well
aware of this situation and of the fact that the city
would be out of compliance with DOL regulations
if it did not develop an affirmative action plan by

the August 15, 1977, compliance review. In °the]
words, there was Federal pressure on the city of
Cleveland to develop an affirmative action plan.

4 ,
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On June II), 1977, I .aVanchy again wrote
Nicolini, indicating that he and Kaufman had met
on May 21, 1977, with members of the consortium
and Cleveland officials to review the affirmative
action plan just completed by the city. LaVanchy's

..conclusion was that:

Ill fulfills the requirements for an AAP and
'..contains an action- item which addresses the

deficiency noted in the classification stan-
dards....ln our opinion the Cleveland-Western
Reserve Manpower Consortium is now in sub-
stantial conformity with minimum personnel
requirements approved by Chicalgp Region
ETA.

Nicolini, in turn, wrote the director of the con-
sortium on June 14, 1977, that "the Cleveland
Area Western Reserve Manpower Consortium is in
substantial conformity with minimum personnel.
requirements as specified in CETA Regulation
Section 98.14." LaVanchy's letter noted that "we
will he closely watching the progress achieved in
implementing the AAP as evidence of good faith
in correcting noted deficiencies.'

In addition to general CETA regulationS, each
DOL regional office is responsible for drafting its
own ."EEO Effective Mechanism" for ensuring
equal employment opportunity in CETA programs.
Region V staff, which monitors Cleveland's per-
formance, developed its "effective mechanism" in
the Employment and Training Administration
CETA Letter No. 77-47, which was sent to all
CETA prime sponsors on April 28, 1977." The
letter established the minimum principal elements
of an affirmative action plan for CETA prime
sponsorsi Attached to the letter was a review guide
or checklist of items for use in evaluating plans of
prime sp msbrs.

Many of the requirements included in the
checklis have not been met in Cleveland's plan.
For exa ple, one of the items says an affirmative
action I Ian must "state the establishment of. a
positive goal oriented program to
achieve....objectives with specific targets and
timetables.' .Cleveland's plan does not identify
specific areas of underutilization or problem areas
within its overall personnel administratiOn or pro-
grams to eliminate those deficiencies (see chapter
4).

Another item in the checklist is the following:
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Does [the affirmative action officer) have full
responsibility and authority to implement the
policy statement and the resulting affirmative
action plan.'"

In Cleveland the mayor has ultimate responsihli-
t' for implementation of the equal employment
opportUnity program and the affirmative. action
plan. He has delegated this task to the director of
personnel, while the affirmative action officer is
responsible for carrying out the work on a daily
basis. As indicated in chapter 4, the affirmative ac-
tion officer in Cleveland is not _a top level official
or administrator. Clearly that person does not have
the responsibility or authority that DOL requires
in its regulations."

Cleveland's affirmative action plan apparently
does not meet even the minimal requirements of
DOL for CETA recipients. The Labor Department
has not yet formally reviewed and approved or,dis-
approved Cleveland's affirmative action plan or
the city's response to CETA Letter 77-47. DOL
indicated in its October 3, 1977, letter that such
action would not take place before November
1977.

Environmental Protection Agency
This Federal agency normally reviews affirma-

tive action plans only when grant applications are
being considered, according to Richard Dell and
Roland L. Cornelius with the agency's Office of
Civil Rights and Urban Affairs in Chicago. Ongo-
ing construction projects of EPA grantees are eval-
uated for contract compliance only, using
guidelines in the construction contracts manual of
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pro-
grams and EPA guidelines. Onsite contract com-
pliance reviews are done every 3 or 4 months° on
EPA-funded construction contracts. They include
monitoring the total work force of the contractor
in question."

EPA does not fund construction through the
"city of Cleveland," but awards construction
grants through the Cleveland Regional Sewer Dis-
trict. Therefore, according to Dell, the agency has
no "leverage" with the city on the affirmative ac-
tion issue, although it could offer constructive
criticism and make suggestions to the city. EPA,
however, "plans nothing in writing back to the
city" on the affirmative action plan. Dell did offer
that the Cleveland plan was "probably one of the

4 Li



most comprehensive" he had seen to date. His

only reservation about the plan was the possible

"conflict between the personnel department' and

the affirmative action officer," hut, he said, "only
time will tell" whether or not these conflicts ac-

.

sonnel practices and deficient areas, and a goals-

timetable 'schedu!e projected to satisfy equal op-

portunity compliance requirements, accompanied

by specific projected dateS for accomplishments of

goals. The guidelines contain "ingredients," there-

tually materialize.
fore, which are not included in the Cleveland plan.

It appears that EPA is taking a very narrowly In the case of EDA-assisted water and sewer

defined view of its role in facilitating equal oppor- facilities, applicants must execute an "Assurance

tunity and adherence to civil rights principles. The of Compliance with Department of Comtnerce

city of Cleveland has voluntarily sought assistance Regulations under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

from Federal agencies with the expertise and of 19164." This assurance generally reqUires non-

responsibility of promoting equal opportunity, and discrimination with respect to the population being

because this offer normally is not made, the En- served by the project. Cleveland currently has no

vironmental Protection Agency declines to ac-
cept. This is not the kind of response that furthers

Federal efforts to ensure equal employment oppor-

tunity, and ultimately it is not in the best interests

of the Environmental Protection Agency.

Economic Development
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce.

This agency has begun to review the Clevelaozde

affirmative action plan. Edwin Finney, equal op-

portunity speci:,Alist in EDA's Civil Rights DiviSion--

in Chicago offered some general comments on the

plan. Finney said that the plan set forth'gOcid in-

tentions but was "not a realistic plati." According

to Finney, the plan calls for a-number of substan-

tial tasks to be performed by the personnel depart-

ment within a specified period. He cited the city's

objective of conducting a review arid -redefinition

of all job descriptions as one example of a "huge Office of Revenue Sharing

job" that will not likely he accomplished given the As indicated in chapter 3, the Office of Revenue

resources devoted to this task in the plan. EDA in- Sharing (ORS) found in May 1977 that the city of

tends to send a written response to Cleveland's Cleveland was engaging in several discriminatory'

request for a critique of its plan, but it had not employment policies and practices against minori-

done so:at the time this report was written.' ties and women." ORS sought seven specific cor-

Warren Plath, Chief of EDA's Civil Rights Divi- rective actions and city officials were given .60

sion in Chicago,- in conjunction with Finney, days 'to respond to indicate their "intentions and

described .their agency's civil rights requirements efforts to correct the violations cited.- MaYor

for grantees.'4 Several of these requirements are Perk's June 29, 1977., response, purporting to ad-

not met in Cleveland's plan. For example, these dress ORS's charges, was basically a summary of

regulations require business entities who are sub- portions of the city's affirmative action plan."

stantial . or direct beneficiaries of EDA public The mayor cited the city's intended compliance

works projects to develop affirmative action pro- with court orders stemming from cases involving.

grams using as guidelines the-criteria established in employment practices in the police and fire de-

41 C.F.R. 60-2.10 through 60-2.31. partMents as the city's response to charges Of

The guidelines define the ingredients of an affir- severe underutilization of minorities and women in

mative action, plan, including an analysis of per- those two departments. Yet while the Shield Club

EDA-fundecJ water or sewer project.

Plath arid Finney noted that there were a

number of practical problems associated with

monitoring for civil rights compliance, although

semiannual checks would be made of a grantee the

size of the city of.Cleveland. EDA generally evalu-

ates individual projects according to OFCCP

guidelines. It also looks for any complaints which

may have been filed with the U.S. Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission. Finney noted that

round II of the current Public Works funding

requires 10 percent minority participation on pro-

jects. Unfortunately, EDA does not generally build

civil rights requirements into their funding agree-

ments, and it is therefore "difficult to get

leverage" on the applicant. Finney believes this -is-

'a. shortcoming of EDA's civil rights enforcement

effort.
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case resulted in a court-imposed hiring .plan in-
volving specific numerical requirements for hiring
minorities in the police department, the city's affir-
mative action plan contains no numerical goal for
that department. Perk claimed that the centralized
recruiting program described in the affirmative ac-
tion plar, would remedy the underutilization of
Women throughout the city's work force. However,
there is nothing in that plan which attempts to
deal with the underutilization of women specifi-
cally.

Mayor Perk cited the Shield Club litigation in
response..." to charges regarding preemployment
inquiries for the Police department, and pointed to
the propOsed study of job titles and descriptions in
response to the ORS charge that many jobs have
sex restrictive titles. Perk denied that the logo,
"Our men serve all men," coupled with thc lack
of an aggressive recruitment program for women,
had a chilling effect on female job applicants.:

None of the seven actions requested by ORS
was specifically addressed in thc mayor's response.
In sum, Cleveland's response to ORS, like the af-
firmative action Plan. itself, called for further study
of problems -.rather than for action programs to
m et speCific goals by particular points in time.

The city .was, in'fact, nonresponsive to the issues
raised in ORS's May letter. .Apparently, ORS

limits August 5 letter rejecting Cleveland's
respohse,CORS informe'd Perk that:

(,0 the ...affirma,ive action plan fails to provide
SPecific 'MctliodS,::14,. which minorities and

/ Women wilt ,he re zuitc l,
the plan_iprOVides pr goals or timetables for

pa7ty'(ind.tcrins of the employment of
minorities anthWomen)-beiween the city govern-
Mem work force and; the. Cleveland labor mar-
kct;
(3) the training. of supervisors and thc develop-

! meni of -a skills bank c16 -not indicate how the.
.upward mobility of minorities and women, witi`i.

be facilitated; and
.(4) no program 'is prOvided for recruiting
women for the police department.

. i !,
The city was ordered to comply With' ,'the

requirements.specified in. the May letterWithin-30
days..ORSadviSed..that, "failure to comply will
result in the initiatirin....Of an administrative..,proceeding directed toward ;the-withholding-fOf the
further Payment of entitlement hinds fco 'the' eity of
Cleveland."
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Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration

The civil rights? enforcement efforts of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration with
respect to funding in Cleveland have been com-
pliczded by the Shield Club litigation. The same
charges of race discrimination in the Cleveland po-
lice department, a major LEAA beneficiary, were
brought to LEAA in the form of an administrative
complaint at the time the Shield Club litigation
was initiated. A compliance review was done in
LEAA's name pursuant to a memorandum of un-
der'standing with the Civil Rights Division of the.
Justice Department. No full scale investigation was
made by. LEAA, however,: because the agency

'determined that the issues would be fully argued
and 'disposed Of in court in, the Shield Club case,
Which had by thell been filed. Pursuant to the
1976 LEAA amendments, LEAA' withheld funds
when the court in the Shield Club case found that
the Cleveland police department had engaged in a
pattern or practice of discrimination.

LEAA's amendments require that a notice of
noncompliance be sent to a recipient when such a
finding is made. This notice resulted in the suspen-
sion of funds by LEAA. After a 3-Month suspen-
sion, funds were restored until at least October
1977. LEAA will evaluate the progress made by
the police department in following the court's
order in October and will, at that time, along with
the court, determine whether funds should be per-
manently restored or again withheld."

The situation has hccn further complicated by a
second administrative complaint, filed with both
LEAA and the Office of Revenue Sharing, charg-
ing \that thc city's failure to hire needed (and
authO.rized) police personnel is subverting the
court's 'mandated hiring plan and is another form
of racial diSerimination. Although this issue, too,
will be addressed by the court, it is likely that in
this case LEAA will make sonic independent as-
sessment of the complaint.'9

SinCe February 1977 LEAA has been 'Operating
under:revised regulations governing nondiscrimina-
tion in/federally-assisted crime control and juvenile
delinquency programs." A substantial. portion Of
.LEAAfUnds are . given in the form of "block
'grants" channeled through State Planning Agen-
cies (SPAs). LEAA accepted the assurances given
by the SPA that an ultimate beneficiary of LEAA



funds would be in compliance. Then, too, nondis-

crimination efforts were mainly "directed at the ser-

ice population of LEAA funds rather than at the

employment patterns of,grantees.
The revised regulations now specifically apply to

both private and public recipients of LEAA funds

and to employment issues as well as delivery of

services. The 'regulations also make clear that the
LEAA stan9ards of employment discrimination are

the same 2tli those used by the Civil Rights Division

of the Department of Justice, and, furthermore,

that it is the employer's burden to validate its

selection procedures once LEAA has demon-

strated that those procedures disproportionately
exclude a minority class. Discriminatory purpose.

on the part of the employer need not be shown.

Specific, clear, and consistent regulations are an

important first step toward effective civil rights en-

forcement efforts. They are, however, virtually
meaningless without a vigorous monitoring and
compliance mechanism. For example, LEAA regu-

lations now require each recipient, of a grant or
subgrant of $250,000 or more to provide LEAA
with a copy of its current affirmative action pro-

gram." LEAA must `maintain a file of these

plans, which shall he available for inspection."
LEAA is 'supposed to do compliance reviews of

those recipients which "appear to have the most

serious equal employment opportunity

problems...." Yet LEAA's Office for Civil Rights

not aware of receiving the Cleveland affirmative

action plan, and has.not even cursorily -reviewed it

to see how serious. the emplOyment problems are

in the city, Senior attorney/advisory Winifred Dun:

ton of LEAA's Office of Civil Rights Compliance,

cited the huge backlog of complaints which must

be disposed of (by regulation) within a short
period as the reasons for this inattention. "We' get

'a lot of paper here and most of-it is just filed..-.you

can bet our investigators are not looking at affir-

mative action plans with the backlog of complaints

we have."22:3The backlog' is only a temporary situa-

tion, according to Ms. Dunton; and "it is 'expected-

that self-initiated activities will soon increase.-23
More attention directed at monitoring and com-

pliance efforts will result in. fewer. complaints.

LEAA has the authority and the .responsibility to

assure thatmunicipal beneficiariS 'of,:tEAA',furids

are nondiscriminatory employers.. Thus far it has

failed to exercise that authority in the case of

Cleveland.

Urban Mass Transit Administration
(Department. of TranSporation)

According to Cleveland's affirmative action of-

ficer, the Cleveland plan was sent to Irvinge

; Bromall, an equal employment opportunity spe-

cialist in the Office of Civil Rights of the Urban

Mass Transit Administration for his review and

comments. He does not recall ever receiving the

plan. There is no interest in reviewing it if it is

received, according to Juan Paredes, another equal

employment opportunity specialist in that office.

Paredes commented that the Urban Mass Transit

Administration was only concerned with reviewing

the affirmative action plan of the Cleveland Re-

gional Transit Authority. If the city of Cleveland

did send it their plan, Paredes said, "We probably

would say 'thank you' and file it away." Paredes

'did indicate that the ',fan for the Cleveland transit

authority had been submitted and was approved.'

(The Cleveland Regional Transit Authority plan

was' not reviewed as part of this report.)

National Highway Traffic and Safety
AdministrationOhio Department of
Highways

The Ohio Department of Transportation is

responsible for assuring the Federal National

Highway Traffic and Safety Administration, and

ultimately the U.S. Department of Transportation,

that Federal highway monies spent in the State are

not used in a discriminatory manner. The Depart-

ment of Transportation accepts the compliance as-

surances of State transportation departments un-

less specific complaints are filed.

According to Harry Mohr, assistant equal oppor-

tunity officer for the Ohio Department of Trans-

portation, the Cleveland affirmative. action plan

would not be of direct Concern to the State de-

partment. No highway monies are given specifi-

cally to the city of Cleveland. The State depart-

ment does, however, monitor highway construction

work throughout the. State and utilizes the OFCCP

guidelines in that effort.. Nevertheless, Mr. Mohr

indicated he would be happy to review the Cleve-

'land plan and to offer his comments on it. Mohr

said wever, that his office has never seen a

copy of the plan.25



Federal Aviation Ad Ministration
(Departmeit of Transportation)

The FAA, like several. other Federal agencies
reviewed in this chapter, regards its equal employ-
ment jurisdiction as extending only to the ultimate
beneficiary of its funding; for Cleveland that
beneficiary is the department of port control
which governs Cleveland's two airports. FAA was
sent the entire Cleveland affirmative action plan in
June 1977 with an invitation to comment on its
merit. FAA only reviewed the section on the port
control.'

FAA had actually been monitoring the port con-.
trol closely even before the affirmative action plan
was developed. As a result of an April 1977 com-
pliance review. FAA issued a finding of noncom-
pliance with Title VI and with the requirements of
Executive Order No. 11246.27 Several issues were
involved. The emploYment questions centered
around the deficiency in the number of female and
minority employees in the port control, particu-
larly at the upper levels. FAA notified the city and
required a response within 30 days (due in mid-
August) containing specific plans for corrective
action.

The agency indicated that' the goals listed in the
.present affirmative action plan for the.. port control
probably were not sufficient to satisfy its objec-
tions.' On September 6 the city of Cleveland
notified FAA that the appropriate nondiScrimina-
tion posters would be displayed at the city's two
airports, and that Cleveland's law department
would check all airport tenants' leases signed since
June 18, 1970, to make sure all include equal op-
portunity assurances.'

On the strength of these statements, FAA found
Cleveland in compliance with Title VI." The viola-
tions of Executive Order No. 11246,- however,
have not yet been resolved. its October 1, 1977,
rejection of Cleveland's September response to the

'.Executive order violations, FAA said, "We feel
that the .;information provided serves to rationalize
the existence of the apparent deficiencies, rather
than address each inadequacy and propose ap-
propriate correction." FAA requested a concilia-
tion meeting to further discuss these issues and to
teach' agreement on specific remedial actions to
correct the deficiencies.'!

Robert Dixon, Cbief of the Civil Rights staff for
FAA's Great Lakes Region, "noted that the FAA
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has not provided field staff with specific guidelines
regarding enforcement of. Executive Order No.
11246, at airports.'! The, exclusion of most State
and local institutions from the requirements of at<-
firmative action under .Executive Order No. 11246
limits the agency's review of employment issues to
the direct beneficiary of FAA funds. FAA did not
review the other sections of the Cleveland affirma-
tive action plan,-and does not intend to do so.

Department of Housing and Urban
Development

HUD funding to Cleveland is channeled primari-
ly through the city's department of community
development, and totals over $2 I million for
1977." The major program, Housing and Commu-
nity Development, disbursesf.funds throughout al-
most all city departments. Thomas Day, an equal
opportunity specialist in HUD's Columbus office,
noted that the wide distribution of HUD money
gives the agency both the opportunity and the vir-
tually impossible task of monitoring the civil rights
compliance efforts of nearly every department in
city government,"

As, early as 1975, HUD's compliance review
fotind deficiencies-in the employment practices of
the department of community development.' No
specific enforcement action was taken at that time.
The agency chose to wait for the long promised af-
firmative action plan.

When the plan was finally submitted in June 29,
1977, Cleveland asked for HUD's approval. That
approval was not forthcoming. Instead, HUD sent
Mayor Perk a letter on June 29, 1977, citing
several areas of noncompliance in the city's use of
Housing and Community Development Act funds.

After an assessment of the rehabiliation grant
program on May 2'3 and 24, 1977, HUD's equal
opportunity division concluded that the staffs of
neighborhood centers were racially segregated and
that this affected services dispensed by those cen-
ters. HUD found "virtually no Spanish-speaking
personsemployed in either of the two Westside
offices"- (offices serving the Spanish-speaking com-
munity)." In addition, women on the staffs of
neighborhood centers were paid less than men per-
forming similar duties. HUD received the city's
response on August 9, but has yet to review it.
Day stated that should the response be inadequate,
the equal opportunity division of HUDriattnds to



ask that the agency immediately undertake a

thorough ,Title VI cOmpliance review of all HUD-

funded programs in Cleveland."
Federal agencies reviews of Cleveland's affirma-

tive action plan and their civil rights, enforcrnent
efforts in Cleveland in general have been uneven.

Several agencies (Office of Revenue. Sharing. De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development, and

the Federal Aviation Administration) found the

city in noncompliance with civil rights require-
ments prior to the development of the plan and
that the plan was an inadequate response to the
violations they uncovered. The Environmental Pro-
tection Agency found the plan to be basically
sound. The Urban Mass Transit Administration
claimed that it was beyond their jurisdiction to
review the plan. Among those who have reviewed

the plan, some followed detailed guidelines in con-

ducting reviews, while others used general princi-

ples in determining compliance.
The lack of uniformity and i,,..casional contradic-

tions in the Federal Government's civil rights en-
forcement effort in Cleveland create unnecessary
administrative problems for the city, and, dilute ef-

forts aimed .at securing equal employment oppor-

tunity.
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Chapter 7

Findings and Recommendations

Findings
Economic Development and the
Status of Minorities and Women in
CleVeland Metropolitan Area
A. Economic development of the Cleveland
metropolitan area has followed a pattern similar to

that of major cities across the Nation, as people,

jobs, and money .have been moving out of the cen-
tral city and into the suburban rifig.

I. In recent decades, central city residents have
become poorer, less likely to work in profes-
sional occupations, and more likely to be unem-
ployed compared to suburban residents.
2. The proportion of minorities and women in
the labor market has increased at a much faster

rate within the central city than in the suburban
ring.

B. Economic status of minorities and women in
the Cleveland metropolitan area has followed a
pattern similar to that of minorities and women
nationally. According to some indicators, progress

has been made in eliminating disparities between
minorities and women and the majority popula-
tion. According to others, howeXer, little progress
has been made and in some areas the disparities

have increased.
1. At the local and national levels, minorities

and women have increased their representation
Among professional workers;but those who have
obtained professional positions remain concen-
trated in lower paid professional jobs.
2. At the local and national levels, the median

family income of minorities has improved

slightly as a proportion of the median income of
white families while the median . income of
women has fallen fiirther behind that of men.

3. At the local and national levels, minorities

and women have consistently earned less than
whites and men within the same occupatiOnal

group or with comparable levels of educational
attainment.

4. At, the national level, the unemployment rate
of minorities has consistently been approximate-
ly twic the rate of whites while the gap

between omen and men has been increasing.

At the loc I level, the gap between minorities
and whites ass closed somewhat while women

have had a ightly lower unemployment rate
than that of me .
5. At the local and national levels, minority
families and female-headed families.. ac-

counted for an increasing proportion of families
living on incomes bel w the poverty level

Employment of Min rities and Women
in Cleveland City Government
A. The employment statu. of minorities and

women with the Cleveland 'city government has

changed little in recent years.
1. While the proportion of minorities in city
government is comparable to their proportion in
the Cleyeland labor force (even within profes-

sional and administrative ,occupations), the

Median income of minorities has been con-
sistently lower than that of white workers.
Minbrities who have obtained professional or
administrative positions are concentrated in the
lower paid professional or administrative jobs.

2. The proportion of women in city government

is far below their proportion in the Cleveland
labor market, and the median income of women

is- far- below' 'the-- Median-income- of -men, even

among those employed in comparable occupa-
tional categories.

B. The city of Cleveland has been found guilty of

intentional discrimination. against minorities and
women by several Federal judicial authorities and

administrative agencies. The city has been ordered

to implement hiring plans containing specific nu- _

merical requirements in order to upgrade the
status of'minorities and women.

Cleveland's Affirmative Action Plan
lri'May 1977 the city of Cleveland developed an
affirMative action plan. There are several defieien-
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cies in the content. of the plan, and problems have
already arisen in the city's attempts to implement
the action programs c tiled for in the Plan.

I. The plan fails to identify problem areas in the
city's employment policies and practices which
account for how existing employment patterns in
terms of utilization of minorities and women
developed. As a result, the plan fails to describe
specific action programs to correct those
problems. The action programs described in the
plan lack specificty in what steps will be taken
and who will perform the, work. The programs
frequently call for a study to be followed by
recommendations rather than for specific action
to overcome a previously identified problem (as
should be the. case in an affirmative action
plan).
2. Overall responsibility for implementation of
the plan rests with the director of personnel.
This raises a potential conflict of interest since
the director of personnel may be called upon to
evaluate practices he or she originally designed
and (or which he or she is responsible.
3.- The city of Cleveland violated one of its own
principles for effective affirmative action by fail-
ing to appoint a top management official for the
position of affirmative action officer.
4. The staff assigned to put the plan into effect
is not large enough to handle the workload. The
city has already failed to meet two target dates
set in the plan: one for training 200 supervisory
personnel and the other for completing the first
phase of the work force and applicant flow data_
processing.
5. In the work force analysis, the city presents
data that clearly demonstrate the distribution of
city employees among occupational categories
by race and sex, but no citywide data on dis-
tribution by race and sex among various income
levels is reported. The work force analysis also
does not indicate the income of various groups
within occupational groups for the city as a
whole. The failure to provide such citywide in-
come data hides the extent to which minorities
and women are concentrated in lower paying
positions even within occupational groups.
6. The goals inciuded in the plan are for I yea
only. No long term goalsare projected and the
department of personnel does not anticipate
developing long term goals in the near future.
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7. Goals were stated on a department-by-depart
ment ,basis. No attempt was made to develop
goals for the city government work force as a
whole. When the goals of each department are

coming year
analysis shows that the goals for theaggregated

and women
call for the city to hire minorities
al a lower rate than they are 'cur

rently
n",oals and ti

employed. Under Revised Order No. 4
rnetables...must be directed to cor

rect the deficiencies." Therefore, Cleveland's af-
is not in compliance with

8. No numerical goals were-set for
fire departments, despite the fact
has been ordered by the courts to
hiring plan

to be minority or women.

containing specific
governinggoverning the

9. There are serious differe: of opinion
within city leadership on the merits of the plan.
While the mayor has endorsed, it, the president
of the city council, has publicly stated that he
will not support the plan.- There is-nO unified
support of the plan from the-top of city govern-
ment.
10. The city's history of discrimination, the defi-
ciencies in the plan's content and implementa-
tion mechanism, and The lack of unified support
raise questions as to whether or not the city is
acting good faith to eliminate employment

the police or
that. city
implement a
requirements

hires that are

disdrimination.

Cleveland's Contract Com pliance
Progiam
While the city's contract compliance program in-
cludes some of the key elements for an effective
program, there are serious deficiencies which

oppor-
tunities
restricted its effect in opening
tunities for minorities and women in the Cleveland
area.

1. Contractors doing business with the city are
not required to establish specific goals and
timetables as part of their affirmative action
plans in order to be eligible for city business.
2. The program allows for strong sanctions

_against contractors who are found to be in
compliance with city equal employment

cancellationol3po or -ftunity requirements, including
current contracts and disbarment' from bidding
on future city contracts. Such sanctions are to
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be imposed after negotiations have proven to be

unsuccessful and if "after a reasonable time"

necessary corrective actions are not taken. How-
ever, no specific timetable has been established

to govern the length of time negotiations are
permitted to be conducted, or to determine
what a "reasonable time" is for implementation
of corrective action. (This situation has not yet

caused any problems since no firm awarded a
contract by the city to date has been found in

noncompliance-)
3.. Approximately one-third of all city contracts

worth $10,000 or more go to contractors
located outside the city of Cleveland.
4. Minorities and women are seriously underutil-

ized by contractors located in Cleveland who

receive contrats worth $50,000 or me : and

who employ 25 or more people. If employment
opportunities for minorities and women within
these firms have changed in recent years, the
picture appears to be worse.
5. The contract compliance program in the city

of Cleveland has had a negligible effect on the

employment opportunities available to women

and minorities in the Cleveland area.

The Federal Governrnent's-Ciyil Rights
Enforcement Effort
After the U.S. Department.of LabOr and the Of-

fice of Revenue Sharing informed the city of
Cleveland that it must submit an affirmative action

plan to be eligible for funding, the city developed

a plan and submitted it for review to these two

agencies and to 10 others from which it currently

receives funds.
1. The Orrice of Revenue Sharin' (ORS) has

found the city of Cleveland guilty of race and

sex discrimination in its employment practices,

and therefore in violation of the civil rights

provisions under the revenue sharing program.
ORS found the city's initial response to these

charges to be inadequate and is continuing en-

forcement efforts against the city.

2. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-

tion (LEAA) will investigate a second adminis-

trative complaint against the city of Cleveland

for its failure to hire police officers pursuant to

court order. LEAA will also reevaluate the 'city's

performance under previous court orders to

determine whether LEAA funds ought to again

be withheld.or permanently restored.

3. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
has found violatiOns of Title VI and Executive
Order No. 11246 (equal employment opportuni-

ty requirements) within the Cleveland port con-
trol department. FAA will obtain compliance
from the port control or will initiate enforce-
ment proceedings.
4. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has found equal employ-

ment violations within Cleveland's department
of community development. The city has failed
to respond to HUD's demand for corrective ac.
tion. HUD's equal opportunity office will ask the

agency to review all HUD-funded programs in
Cleveland if corrective action is not forthcom-
ing.
5. Agencies which were asked to review Cleve-
!and's affirmative action plan have varying regu-

lations regarding employment policies and prac-
tices with which recipients must comply.

6. The extent to which these Federal agencies
monitor and enforce their own regulations varies

widely.
7. Lack of uniformity in equal employment op-

ptrtunity regulations and enforcement efforts
leads to irconsistencies and contradictions in the

Federal Covernment's civil rights enforcement
effort. Some agencies have given general ap-
proval to Cleveland's affirmatiVe action plan;
others have rejected it. Some claim it is not
their responsibility to conduct such a review.

8. The diffusion of authority and inconsistencies
in the regulations and enforcement- efforts by

various Federal agencies dilute the effectiveness
of the Federal Government in its efforts to

secure equal employment opportunity in the

Cleveland area.
Recommendations
The Ohio Advisory Committee recommends to the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that it advise the

President to propose and Congress to enact legisla-

tion that would provide incentives for private in-
dustry to relocnte within urban areas, and for dis-

incentives to private industry relocating outside of

urban areas. Among the measures that should be

taken are the following:
A. Corporations which relocate out of urban areas
should be required to provide financial compensa-
tion to workers who are laid off or are unable to
move with the corporation, and to the communi-

ties from which the corporations are moving.
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B. Federal ly-chartered and insured financial in-
stitutions should be required to upgrade their ser-
vices to economically depressed urban areas, par-
ticularly when those institutions' depositors are
located in such areas.
The Ohio Advisory Committee recommends to the
city of Cleveland that it make the following revi-
sions in its equal employment opportunity program
as it pertains to employment in city government.
A. The city should create a department of equal
employment opportunity parallel to but indepen-
dent of the department of personnel and other
major departments within city government.
B. An experienced professional with thoro h
knowledge of civil rights issues in general nd
Federal equal employment opportunity requ re-
ments in particular should be appointed as dire or
of the department of equal employment opport ni-
ty.
C. The director should be provided with the n es-
sary resources, including money and staff, to -on-

-ductan effective equal employment oppor unity
program, including the development and imple-
mentation of an affirmative action plan.
D. The first objective of the department of equal
employment opportunity should be the completion
of a comprehensive work force analysis document-
ing the distribution of minorities and women by
occupation and salary range, and by salary range
within occupational groups for each department
and for the city as a whole. Areas of underutiliza-
tion and concentration should then be identified.
E. The department of equal employment opportu-
nity should then complete a coirprehensiveanaly-
sis of city employment policies \and practicer to
identify the specific policies and ,practices which
negatively affect employment opportunities for
minorities and women. The areas to be examined
include but are not necessarily limited to:

I. The extent to which politicial affiliation af-
fects employment opportunities. (This should be
an open investigation subject to close public
scrutiny. A first step would be the release of the
Silverman report); /
2. Recruitment activities, interview procedures,
'tests', appointment procedures, promdtion poli-
cies, and separation practices. (An analysis
should be conducted of all employees and
potential employees, by race and sex, who
progress from one stage to the next in the em-
ployment process);
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3. The relationship between job titles, descrip-
tions, and prerequisites, and the 'actual work
performed on the job. (As part of its assessment,
the city should examine the feasibility of altering
or restructuring jobs themselves to maximize the
skills, abilities, and interests possessed by cur-
rent employees);
4. Availability of fringe benefits by race and sex;
5. Accessibility by the handicapped of buildings
housing city workers.

Some of these areas are addressed in the current
affirmative action plan. What is required is that
the city determine specifically how employment
opportunities for minorities and women are af-
fected by policies and practices in these areas.
F. Once problem areas are identified, the current
affirmative action plan should be revised to incor-
porate action programs that will result in the
necessary corrective action and bring the plan into
compliance with Federal regulations. The pro-
grams called for will depend on the findings of the
analyses of the work force and employment prac-
tices. They should clearly state the specific action
to be taken, which individuals will have responsi-
bility for implementation of each phase of the pro-
grams, and the date by crich the programs will be
put into effect.
G. Short term goals should be established that will
result in an increase by 1978 in the representation
of minorities and women in those areas where they
are currently underutilized. The city should also
set long term. goals of employing minorities and
women approximately in the same proportion as
they are employed in the Cleveland labor market,
and a timetable should be established for meeting
that goal.
H. The city should immediately take steps to
comply with the court orders handed down in the
Shield Club and Ileaden cases to upgrade the status
of minorities and women in the police and fire de-
partments.
The Ohio Advisory Committee recommends to the
city of Cleveland that it make the following revi-
sions in its contract compliance program.
A. All companies seeking to do business with the
city of Cleveland should be required to submit
specific numerical-goals and timetables as part of
the Bidder Employment Practices Report,' if
minorities or women are employed at a substan-
tially lower rate than they are represented in the



labor market(s) from which employees are

recruited.
I. Bidders should specify short term goals and

specific action programs that will be imple-
mented to meet those goals to reduce current
underutilization.
2. Bidders should state as a long term goal their
intention to employ minorities and women in
their total work force and at each occupational
and salary level roughly in the same proportion
as such groups are represented in the labor mar-
ket(s) from which employees are recruited. Bid-
ders should also specify the action programs that
will be implemented to meet this objective.

B. Timetables should be established that would set

limits to the 1,:ngth of time the city would
negotiate with contractors found in noncompliance
with city equal employment opportunity require-
ments, and would set limits to the length of time
such contractors would have to take corrective ac-

tion. If corrective actions are not forthcoming

once the stated period has passed, the city should

immediately begin enforcement prodeedings by im-

posing appropriate sanctions, including but not
limited to cancellation lof current, contracts and
disbarment from bidding on future city contracts.
The Ohio Advisory Committee recommends that
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights seek the fol-

lowing action from Federal civil rights enforcement

agencies.

A. Each Federal agency that has ben asked to
'review Cleveland's affirmative action plan and has

not done so should complete their reviews and in

'form the city of the plan's deficiencies within 6'O

days.
I. Each such agency should inform the city of
any violations of their regulations that may pxist.

2. Each such agency which provides Felderal

funds to the city of Cleveland should require
corrective action on the part of the city within
the time frame indicated in their regulations or
within 90 days at the latest.
3. If corrective action is not subsequently
forthcoming, each agency should notify the city

that administrative proceedings will be initiated

to terminate Federal funds within 60 days.

B. Each Federal agency that has determined
Cleveland is not in compliance with equal oppor-

tunity requirements pertaining to its program,

namely the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS), the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

(LEAA), e Federal Aviation AdMinistration

(FAA), .and the Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD), should vigorously
pursue the enforcement procedures mandated by

current regulations applicable to their agency.

Where the city hak been nonresponsive to the
charges raised by the agency or has given a defi-
cient response, the agency should move forward
under the timetables set forth in its regulations to
terminate those Federal funds to the city of Cleve-

land.
The Ohio Advisory Committee recommends that

the U.S Commission on Civil Rights advise the Pre-

sident to propose and the Congress to enact legisla-

tion that would' consolidate within one Federal

agency all equal employment opportunity oversight

and enforcement activitiet involving Federal grants

to State and local governments and to private sec-

tor organizations. That one identifiable Federal

agency should .develdp a comprehensive set of
specific equal employment opportunity regulations

and guidelines which recipients ,must be required to

follow. The agency shoo d also establish uniform
monitoring and enforcement procedures for all

equal employment opportunity officials to follow in

conducting their oversight duties.

A. Regulations and guidelines for recipients should

require affirmative action (including numerical
goals and timetables) to correct any discriminatory

employment practices whiCh may be uncovered.

B. At a minimum, the employment policies and
practices of 25 percent of all recipients receiving

S I million or more in each calendar year should

be reviewed annually. Where deficiencies are
identified, recipients should be given no more than

60 days to respond, indicating specific action pro-

grams that will be taken to overcome those defi-

ciencies. If that response is not sufficient, the
recipient should be notified that administrative
proceedings to terminate Federal funds will be in-

itiated within 60 days.
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OF t,CC CF PERSONNEL,
DEAN J. SCHANZEL

DIRECT4

RALPH J. J. PERK. MAYOR

September 23, 1977

Ms. Henriette H. Looman
Chairperson
Ohio Advisory Committee
United States Commission on Civil Rights
230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 606D4

Dear Ms. Looman:

The City of'Cleveland was informed early this year that the Ohio
A:nisory Committee to the U.S. ;Commission on Civil Rights had
decided to undertake a review of the City's equal employment
000trtunity programs (i.e., affirmative action and contract
comppance) for the purpose of writing and publishing a report.

On =ebruary 3, 1977, Dean J. Schanzel, Director of Personnel,
and I smet with Valeska Hinton, your staff representative, to
discus7, the status of the City's Affirmative Action Plan.
When the Plan was released in May, we sent copy to your
Chicago office immediately On June 22 I again met with Ms.
rLinton, two (2) other Commission staff people, and a member of
your Committee to answer questions resulting from their review
of the Plan. Other information was provided both by mail and
over the telephone.

Ail of this was done in spirit of cooperation' and with the
belief that the Committee would develop a fair, though not
recessa-ily uncriticl, assessment of the City's attempt to
insure employment opportunity within its own employment
and an,nd its contractors. Unfortunately, the draft report

received on SotembPr 12 does not live up to these
r

7n-!r-72 in that a (.onsidraraLle amount of research was
devolop;.,.nt nt the repr,-1. Thus, many of the facts

are it :'.. ,table. how- :.',2r, the presentation of information
am :.erpreLotions which are rade giv,, rise to questions
reran';.: ie intent of the Ohio AdYi7.ory Committee to the'
U.S. Cr, on Civil fights. In :Iddition, it cannot go
Jnnt,ted that the of persons in Cle,:e1,:nd who were selected
to it7.erYiewed consists largely .TIF `.nose who are known to

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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be critical of the Cit, ; Administration.

Two examples of this latter are especially glaring. Why were

Edward R. Stege, Jr., Jane Picker, and Barbara Sesser, all of

whom are attorneys
representing individuals and groups with

suits against the City, interviewed and quoted, but none of

the attorneys representing the City in these cases were

contacted? In this regard it must be pointed out that, on

page 16 of Sectin III of the rZ?-port, Stege is identified

as the lawyer tar the defendants inthe Shield Club cases"

when, in fact, he represents the plaintiffs.

Why, of the five (5) members of the Civil Service Commission,

was only Robert Weissman, a well known political adversary of

Mayor Ralph J. Perk,. selected to be interviewed and quoted?

It would seem legic,l that the Commission President, who

incidentally is bi,Ick, would have been the primary source

of information on the activities of that body. Mr. Weissman

is reported to have said that "virtually every job t all

levels in City government are political appointments with

a few exceptions, primarily in the police and fire depart-

ments." This statement was apparently corroborated for the

Commission by William 0. Walker, Mr. Stege, and Roldo Bartimole.

However, the record indicates something quite different. More

than sixty percent (60-) of those persons currently employed

by the City have been working for the municipal government

longer than six (6) years, the tenure of the curret administration,

and sworn members of the Divi jons of Police and Fire account

for less than one third (1/3) c= the work force.

The Silverman Report is also mentioned in the context of

assertions that City employees are political appointees.

This report, the culPination of a stud conducted for the City

by William Silverman in 197(., had not been released because

City officials had not had the opportunity to complete their

review and assessment of the fii.'inns and recommendations.

(iii IoLal newspaper branded that as an attempt at a "cover-up",

and ti-2 Coi-i.-iission
accepted that :iew. However, there was

never any intent t, keep thf, report .,,ecret, <red it along with

.Director
Of- it were released on September A.

docur,e!'.:t
data sct forth in Section II.

of the reooit is
wonder, however, why in the

mid,,t of the narra..ive. th;. c.:111s -ibto que:tion the

validity of its n';:r
ri.;,'Ct to unomployment: data on

h.y of th... :;hrae, least accordinij to official

ON pa hoc's' this sugget that the ..various reports

in do not c!intainac(:ur, -e (1,1'..ta? Or.does

thp beli that onlv .r) women have been

f.rron..?olc,ly c();-;;',t

,
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With regard to the case of Shield Club v. City of Cleveland, which
is described in Section III, it must be pointed out that on
September 12, 1977, the City dropped its appeal of Judge William
K. Thomas' ru4ing. While this action cannot be interpreted as an
admission by the City that purposeful discrimination took place,
it certainly signals a desire to expend time, efforts, and resources
to correct the undeniable imbalance of minorities at all levels
within the Division of Police instead of pursuing litigation.

It is totally untrue to say that the City refused to appoint
Police from the eligibility lists. Hiring was, for a time,
delayed by pending litigation. However, on Monday, August 22,
sixty (60) persons who had been appointed early in the,5..ummer
were graduated fror 'The Police Academy. Of that group; twenty-two
(22), or 35.7';, are Minorities, and eleven (11), or 18.3, are
women. In addition, forty-four (44) persons were sworn in and
began training on September 2. This group includes seventeen
(17), or 33.6%, minorities and eleven (11), or 25%, women.
It is expected that additional appointments will be made
before the end of the year.

With regard to the case of Hardin v. City of Cleveland, it is
true that part of the defenSe was based upon the City's
Affirmative Action Plan since that document clearly demonstrates
an intent to insure increasing job opportunities for minorities,
women, and members of other protected classes not only in the
safety forces but throughout the City work force. However, it
must also be pointed out that separate hiring lists and the
'Women's Bureau were abolished in January 1975, and since that
time, women have had the opportunity to work throughout the
Division of Police units.

;la discussion of the need to increase the utilization of minorities
and women is complete without mention of the parapolice program.
This innovative program, which was institued by Mayor Ralph J.
Perk, is designed to provide better police protection for those
who live and work in Cleveland while at the same time serving as
a means of career development for persons who are interested in
becomipolice officers. The enabling legislation for this
progra:- was passed in July of this v:fir, and_ a subsequent ordinance,
enacterin August, provides a ten point preference for Parapolice
Officer,. ting a test for .entry to the Division of Police.
aen the )rogram is at full-strength, there.will be two hundie!
fifty (25; Cadet Parapolice Officers and one hundred (100)
Traffic Controllers. Already one hundred thirty-nine (139)
Parapolice have begun training. OF that number, one hundred ten
(110), 79.1', are blaL. four. P,), or 2.9', are Hispanic, one
(1), or 0.7-, is American Indian, ,and seventy-seveft. (77), or
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Not even a semblance of fairness was retained in the portion of

Section III dealing with the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS).

How can a two and a half page quote from the May 10 letter from

the Office of Revenue Sharing and a one sentence paraphrase from

the City's lengthy response'be justified? In Section VI where the

natter is dealt with a second time, the situation is no better.

The City's letter is only paraphrased, with the Commission's

interpretation interspersed, while specific language from the

Office of Revenue Sharing documents is used.

On Septedber 7, two City attorneys and I met in Washington, D.C.

with Treadwell Phillips, Chief of the Division of Civil Rights

of th" Office of Revenue Sharing, and Horace Burnett of his

staff. We took with us a draft of our responses to issues raised

in the August 5 letter from ORS, and there is no doubt that

many of the questions have been adequately answered. Those

which still appeared troublesome were discussed in' some detail,

and the City has been given until November 1 too submit its

formal and detailed response to the August letter. While it

would be inappropriate here to detail the contents of a

document which is still in the developmental stages, there

is no doubt that the City will fulfill the requirements

necessary to insure ORS that equal employment opportunity

is a reality. There is certainly no impasse in this situation.

The story of Ione Biggs has been widely touted, especially by

' the organization, Cleveland Women Working, of which she is

a member, as an example of the City's discrimination against

women. Hqwever, Ms. Biggs is an employee in the Office of the

Clerk of-ourts which is not part of the administrative branch

of City government and thus is not subject to our personnel policies

and practices. The Clerk is an elected official who makes independent

decisions regarding the terms and conditions of employment in

his office. Thus, to include Ms. Bigg's account in your-report

only raises further questions about the objectivity with which

the Commission and its Ohio Advisory Committee approached this

prolect.

With regard to Section IV of the^report which ,deals specifically

witn the r,:rfir,-Itive Action Plan (AAP), a number of comments

are in order.

At the outset we must wonder why the section is headed, An Affirmative

Action Pre;,osal? 'Is this meant to sinsinuate'that the term, "an,

is indppro;!Hato when applied to the City's AAP? If so, we

L?fr, reasoning hehind such implication. Out" Affirmat c

Action was developed using Revised Order No. 4 of the Office

Of (ontrdct. (1:or;pliance Programs, U.S. Departm6nt of 'labor,

as the ::,)d the Plan meets all of the requirements as

well as m.yp,, of the recoMmond-lions contained in that documc, t.

Revised Or!or is widely recognized as the basic bluepr;nt

for Affirm..:tive kr...ion Plans.
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Your report quotes two sources who indicated that the only reasonan Affirmative Action Plan was developed was because of pressurefrom Federal agencies, and reference is made to letters receivedfrom the U.S. Department of Labor and the Office of RevenueSharing in April and flay 1977, °respectively. However, the reportdoes not reflect the fact that work on the City's AAP began,inJune 1976, that inJanuary 1977 the Federal agencies receivedletters.from Director Schanzel indicating the progress beingmade, and that by April the Plan was at the printer.

Throughout Section IV,\referpnce is made to "the failure toidentify the specific problem areas which account for how theexisting employment patterns developed." Yet each of the nine(9)-action programs desCribed in Vbiume I of the City's AAPbegins with a statement of the-problem. It is true that norhetoric was wasted on the historical development of theseproblems or on pointing an accusing finger at individuals orgroups who may'have contributed to the situation, Is it notenough to recognize the existence of a problem or potential.problem and to begin to work toward a solution? The Commissionseems to imply that unless the City engages in self-indictmentand declares that, indeed, intentional discrimination hasoccurred, no effective affirmative action can take place.

Relative to implementation of the AAP, the report questions thestatement that the Mayor has the ultimate responsibility for this.The Chief, Executive Officer, whether in the public or privatesector, always bears the burden of carrying out organizationpolicy. Further, the Commission criticizes the assigning of theAffirmative Action Officer and staff to the Department of Personnel,citing "a potential conflict of interest". There is a differenceof professional opinion on this issue. However, there are specificadvantages to being located in the Department of Personnel wheremy staff and I have iF:une(!iAte access to records, are part of thedaily activities involved in personnel administration, and canhave direct impact on the wnrk of the Department. A major drawbackof being a ,separate entity, oven with the support of the Mayor,would be being viewed as an unfrinnly watchdog with whom procedures,problems, and up to date information should not he shared. In theSeptember issue of Fair Eioloyrent PractIce_s, the Bureau ofNational Affairs reports on the doctoral dissertation of Dr.Stephen L. Rohinsonwhich is entitled The Manat;er Equal Opportunity_Procras: Descriptive Study of. an Organizational Role.In a na,li')nwide survey of two hun'Irl ,sixty-four D64-FEE0
r7,arl::ges, Dr. Robinson foniv! that (-7 were associated with the
pec5:)n-,yllindustrial relation', area7, of their organizations,whil 14 reporter! dtrcctly to the 7,r,!. officer.

1--:1-: to di-,soiri!tinr, of
, severl of those thingsout1ine,1 i,uin already bren accm:ind incloHinn distributionof copi!':, to Dircctors, Commlssionyrs, and other supervisory
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personnel, me,-3t1ngs with Directors and Commissioners, a presentatio

to the Civil Service Commission and inclusion of an EEO phrase on

our letterhead. Additionally, there was extensive newspaper

coverage of the Plan when it was released in May, including an

article headed, Cleveland's Affirmative Action Plan Promises

Meaningful Gains For Minorities, in the July 2 edition of the

Call and Post.

I did, in fact, indicate in my June 22 meeting with Commission

representatives that two target dates for action programs had

not been met. But in reporting these,: the implication is that

this signals a lack of commitment on the part of the City to

implementing the Plan. This simply is not true.

With regard to the Work Force and Applicant Flow Data, an entirely

new computerized personnel/payroll system is being developed for

the City by the comp-any which operates our Data Center. Our EEO

data is only one component of this complex program. Early this

year, we believed that the new system would be operable by

June 30, 1977. However, the decision to include additional

items in the program from the outset and the need to train a

large number of City staff regarding new procedures has delayed

the start-up time to January 1, 1973.

Tfe City applied for an Intergovernmental Personnel (IPA) .

grant to cover the cost of training for two hundred (200)

supervisors in equal employment oppor'tunity more than ayear.

ago. The fact that we are still awaiting final notification of

the approval of our proposal is the result of delays first at

the State level and then with the U.S. Civil Service Commission.

It should be pointed out that these delays have had nothing to

do with the content of the City's Affirmative Action Plan. Most

recently we have been told that we can expect approval of our

grant within the next thirty (30) days. If that occurs, the

training of most of the supervisory p6rsons will be completed

before the end of the year. Staff of the Department of Personnel

the Coromissidners, ,Ind others will participate in this training.

Thus,Asteps will be taken to "insure that interviewers will be

familiar with equal opportunity guidelines".

The CoAgision rev!'. makes light of the City's stated intention

to study our be!,:,f'it prOgroi:Is and to survey our physical plant

relative to accessiSility for the handicapped.' In both instances

the Affirmative Action Plan contains a statement indicating that

the goal to ider7ify problem areas and to make recommendations

regarding correctic,fl. ac. nrding to 'the report, is not

specific enough. Muw can '.ulutions be enumerated b'efore the

ccnpe of the problems are id ntified? As to who will receive

reports and recommendtion-., ol.iou-,ly
they must go to the Mayor,

arid if legilation is requi ed,. to City Council-.
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We are also criticized for not making reference to the City's plans
to comply with regulations from the Department of. Health, Education
and Welfare regarding equal opportunity for the handicapped. HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano issued these regulations on April 28,
long after the AAP had been sent to the printer.

In the area of recruitment, we have recently provided a list of
thirty 00) organizations and agencies in the Cleveland area which
have primary concern for minorities, women and the handicapped to
the Civil .Ser_vice Commission with instructions that announcements
of all future examinations be sent to these groups. : already have
ongoing contact with many of the agencies on the list and will
establish linksWith the others as ou- recruitment efforts are
formalized.

Selective use of the media has been 1: the past and will continue
to be an important means of recruitment when there are openings
for persons with specialized skills or when a large pool of
-applicants is needed for particular positions. Both print and
electronic media will be used with special attention given to
those newspapers (e.g., the Call and Post and El Sol) and radio
stations (WJMO and WABQ) which have a large minority readership
and andience. Within the last two months, in recruiting for
the City's new parapolice program, special advertisements were
run in the Call and Post and spot announcements were aired on
WJMO. When ads are placed in newspapers, the phrase, An Equal
Opportunity Employer, will continue to be included.

In relation to our proposed Skills Bank and Employee Counselling
Program, the report includes the suggestion that "jobs themselves
can frequently be changed or expanded to involve new and greater
responsibilities". While this may be workable in some areas, with
most classifications it would be contrary to the City's agreements
with various unions, and the sanctity of collective bargaining
agreements has been upheld even by the Supreme Court.

The EEO Grievance Procedure is presented in great detail, including
a timetable for processing a complaint, in Appendix C, beginnihg
on page 55 of Volume I of the Plan. Yet there is still an accusation
of lack of specificity.

It is ab,olutely inconceivable'that the worr-force analysis, which
covers more than six hundred (600) pages of raw data, presented
in three separate formats for each division can be termed "misleading"
Many months were spent in compiling this data and presenting it in
a rahner which permits detailed analysis of our strengths as well
as our shortcomings.
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The i5sue of goals and timetables was discussed at my June 22

meeting with Commission representatives but not with the results

reported on page 19 cf Section IV of your report. What I said

at that time was that intermediate goals for two or three years

will be included in the 1978 edition of the AAP, and that as we

gain experience with implementation of numerical hiring goals

and are able to develop better data on attrition rates and other

variables, long range goals will be developed.

Criticism is leveled at the fact that the 1977 goals are outl ed

on a division-)y-division basis rather than Citywide. This se

to contradict other statements in thereport calling for more

detail. If goals were projected for the City as a whole, for

example, the need for more employment opportunities for blacks /

would be greatly distorted since the total figures show the City

just one percentage point short of parity in this area. That

obviously would not take into consideration the varying employment

patterns of blacks in City divisions. It is this kind of over

simplification which leads to the Commission's conclusion that the

"1977 goals...will serve to exacerbate rather than ameliorate existi:

underutilization of protected groups." It also goes without saying

that there is no claim on the part of the City to correct all

.problems of underutilization in one year.

On page 22 of Section IV is the statement: "While the plar-iCites

the specific court order and the requirements handed down by the

judges regarding police and fire department hiring, the plan does \

not state explicitly the hiring intentions of these two departments,

or even that they intend to comply with the court orders." Is the

Commission implying that the City intends to purposely be in contempt

of court?

In relation to Section V involving the City's contract compliance

program, must be pointed out that the OffiCe of Contract

Compliance was created by ordinance in 1969, Rot in 1974.

The administrative compliant regarding use of Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act (CETA) funds by the Cleveland Area Western Reserve

Manpower Consortium which was filed with the Department of Labor..in

April was, of course, returned to the Consortium for arbitratio-n

because the complainants had not exhausted the administrati4e

remedies available to them. Arbitration has now been com-pleted and

the opinion rendered.
That opinion reads in part: "No/evidence

has been submitted to substantiate any of the alleged-'violations....

Complainant has completely failed to substantiate any violations by

any'acceptable standard of evidence....References to totally unrelated

regulations, partial quotations of regulations which are taken out

of context and do not even apply to the action in question and

general references to Wh,at complainant sees as fact with absolutely

no supporting documentationi- leave no alternative. I, therefore,

find that the grievaRceiled by the Legal AioSociety on behalf of

the Greater Cleveland Welfare Rights- Organization et al, is totally

without merit."
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Finally, we wish to make you aware that a September 14 letter from
R. I. Dixon of the Federal Aviation Administration stated in part:
"...the City of Clevleand, Department of Port Control, is in
compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title
49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 21."

The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights has had a long andAistinguished
history enjoying a great deal of respect from people throughout the
nation. It is to be hoped that the many reports that have been
published over the years have not been as biased. and distorted as
this draft report involving the City of Cleveland.

MAS:191

cc: A. S. Fleming
J. A. Buggs1//.
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Sincerely,

Mary Adele Springman
Affirmative Action Officer
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

MIDWESTERN REGIONAL OFF!
230 South Dearborn Street, 32nd Fla
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Telephone (212) 353-7371

Response of the Ohio Advisory Committee to the
Comments of the Affirmative Action Officer

The response of the Affirmative Action Officer reprinted in

Appendix A, and that of the Contract Compliance Officer in Appendix

C, provide valuable information on the pursuit'"of-equal employment

opportunity in Cleveland. These responses provide further insight

into the p,oblems in the city, and the attempts to resolve them.

Factual inaccuracies in the preliminary draft noted in these responses

are corrected in this final report. Important differences of opinion

remain, however, and these differences should be made nown to the

public. In general, the:Ohio Advisory Committee finds that these

responses provide further confirmation of the major findings and

recommendations of the report.

The sole intent of the Committee was to evaluate the extent to

which equal employment opportunity is a reality in Cleveland in general

and specifically, to evaluate the city's recently adopted affirmative

action plan, the Contract Compliance program, and the civil rights

enforcement efforts on the part of the appropriate Federal agencies.

As evidence of potentially stspect intentions, the AffirMative

Action Officer refers to the individuals contacted by the Committee in

the course of its investigation. Several key city officials were
r.

contacted in the process of gathering data, for the report. Ohio

6 kj



Advisory Committee members and U.S. Commission on Civil Rights staff

members met with the Affirmative Action Officer, the Contract Compliance

Officer, the Director of Personnel, and the President of the City

Council.

A meeting with the Mayor was scheced for February 3, 1977, but,

due to other business to which the Mayor had to attend, a meeting was

held instead with the Director of Personnel and the Affirmative Action

Officer.

Civil Service Commissioner Weissman was contacted to verify

newspaper report which cited him as one of many critics who claim

politics has an undue influence on city employment practices. Weissman,

and several others, were quoted simply to point out that this is one

issue that is being debated in the city, and the Committee believes

the fact that this_debate is going on should be noted. However, no

conclusion was drawn by the Committee other than that this issue exists.

The Affirmative Action Officer notes that most city employees were

hired before the current administration took office. But the issue

discussed here is not the policy of any particular administration. As

the report clearly states, Weissman believes "things were probably not

much different in other recent administrations." Therefore, the fact

.
that "sixty percent (60%) of chose persons currently employed by the

City have been working for the municipal government longer than six (6)

years, the tenure of the curren!.. administration," is irrelevant.
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The Committee did not suggest tlat the city intended to keep the

Silverman Report a secret. The report me-ely makes reference to the

fact that several groups, thcluding the armittee, had made several

attempts to obtain a copy the report. On June 3, 1977, the Committee

wrote the Mayor asking for i copy of the Silverman Report. As indica-

ted in the repurt, the Mayor never responded to this rec, 1st. On

June 22, 1977, the Committee asked George Forbes, President of the

City Council, for a copy or the Silverman Report. He said he would

obtain a copy and send it to the Committee. Several phone calls were

made to Forbes' office asking when the report would be sent, but with

no success. Also, on June 22, 1977, the Affirmative Action Officer

was asked to provide the Committee with the report. Since the report

.had not, at that time,"been released to the public, she was unable to

meet this request. Not until September 30, 1977 did the Committee

discover that the Silverman Report had been released.

Data gathered by the U.S. Census Bureau ,and utilized by the U.S.

Department of Labor in measuring unemployment are the most reliable

available. But, for reasons explained in Chapter II, these data cannot

be accepted on face value. In its August 1975 publication, Coverage of

Population in the 1970 Census and Some Implications for Public Progress

(Series P-23), the U.S. Census_Bureau acknowledged the undercount which

occurred in its own data gathering procedures, and analyzed theunder-

count by race, zex, region, and state. As indicated in the report,

many economists in this area have pointed out the deficiencies in how



the U.S. Department of Labor measures unemployment. The report

explicitly demonstrates how such data gathering and reporting

techniques affect those data which are reported for women, racial

minorities, and the population in general. Census data represents

a valuable source of information, however, it is important to under-

stand its limitations particularly when using such information in

developing public policy.

In discussing efforts to improve minority representation in

the police department, major emphasis is placed on a new "para-police"

program implemented in the summer of 1977. In terms of authority,

duties, responsibilities, compensation, and training, these new

positions are not comparable to those on the current police force. It

is true that over 80 percent of the para-police personnel are minorities

and over 55 percent are women, and it is laudable that these individ-

uals will be granted preference in entry level examinations for regular

police positions. It appears to the Committee, however, that this

program amounts to the creation of a set of subordinate level positions

to be reserved primarily for minorities and women, and that the program

does not adequately address the problem of discrimination in the police

department_

In a September 30, 1977 telephone interview with Treadwell

Phillips, Chief of the Division of Civil Rights, Office of Revenue

Sharing (ORS), Commission staff was informed that the city of Cleveland

remains in noncompliance with the civil rights provisions of General



Revenue Sharing. At the September 7, 1977 meeting ORS agreed to

give the city until November 1, 1977 to comply with the violations

cited in the May letter. At the September meeting the city agreed to

take the appropriate action that would bring it into compliance,

according to Phillips. However, Phillips stated that until the

necessary documents were submitted by the city, and reviewed by ORS,

Cleveland is in noncompliance with ORS regulations.

Chapter IV is entitled "An Affirmative Action Proposal" precisely

...k.ecause the plan released in May does not constitute an adequate

affirmative action plan. That chapter explains'why this is the case.

One reason, as indicated in the report, is that the Committee believes

it does not meet the requirements of Revised Order No. 4.

Two sources cited in r,apLer IV suggested that Federal pressure

was a key factor, if not the key factor, which motivated the city to

develop an affirmative action plan. Nowhere does the Committee, or

and; of its sources, 'state that Federal pressure was the only factor./

The city did begin working on its affirmative action plan.in June 1976.

But Revised Order No. 4, which the Affirmative Action Officer stat

"is widely recognized as the basic blueprint for Affirmative Action

Plans," was issued in 1971.

The sections in Volume I which describe nine action prog ams do

begin with a statement of problems. But as indicated in Chapter IV,

in most cases the statement is one about how the particular problem

can, in general, serve as!a barrier to employment opportunities for



minorities and women. What is lacking is an analysis of how specific

problems in the employment procedures utilized by the city of Cleve-

land contributed to the specific patterns of underutilization in

Cleveland city government. It is precisely the historical development

of these problems which is required in order to understand how current

employment patterns manifested themselves. No self-indictment is

called for. What is required is an objective analysis of the history

of '.mployment practices on the part of Cleveland city government.

The fact that 67 percent of affirmative action offices are

associated with personnel/industrial relations offices indicates one

reason why affirmative action programs have not bean more successful

in the past. This fact does not invalidate the objections raised in

the report regarding such practices. There is a difference of

professional opinion on this issue. Access to records certainly would

present no problem in any organization where traditional personnel

functions and affirmative action activities are properly conduCted.

Again, for the reasons cited in Chapter IV, the location of the

Affirmative Action Officer within the Department of Personnel is one

of the deficiencies in Cleveland's plan.

The Committee commends the city of Cleveland for the recent

actions it has taken in disseminating information, both internally and

externally, regarding equal employment opportunity activities.

Undoubtedly, these actions will prove to have a beneficial impact.
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As of September 30, 1977 the city has not been notified as to

whether or not it will receive funds from the U.S. Civil Service

Commission under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act to conduc,

training programs for 200 supervisory personnel Whil it has beLn

over one year since the city applied for these funds, it is gratifying

to learn that approval should be forthcoming within 30 days. If not,.-

however, the city should be prepared to make alternative arrangements

for delivering these se..vices.

In Chapeer IV, the Committee stated, "It is to the city's credit

that it formally recognizes problems faced by handicapped workers."

Interestingly, what is referred to as wasted rhetoric on the histori-

cal development of problems on page 5 of the response,. is virtually

what the Affirmative Action Officer says is required on page 6 in---'7---

,reference to actions to be taken in the area of accessibility for

the handicapped.' It is true that problems must be identified before

action can be taken in a city's affirmative action plan, but more

than reports and recommendations are called for. Obviously the Affirma-

tive Action Officer cannot act without the support of the Mayor and the

city council. One of the problems cited in the report is Or apparent

lack of agreement on the part of the Mayor and the city council on

the issue of affirmative action in general and on this plan in particUlar.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was passed long before Cleveland

began work on its affirmative action plan. Unbeknownst to the Committee,

the recent HEW regulations were released after the plan was sent to the
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printer. However, these regulations were widely debated for several

months prior to their adoption. As stated in Chapter IV, Federal

requirements in this area should be taken into consideration in an

affirmative action plan.

If-mork assignments are as rigidly set by union agreements as

the Affirmative Action Officer suggests, then there is little reason
r

to evaluate job titles, descriptions, and work assignments as is

proposed in Volume I of the Affirmative Action Plan. Apparently, the

city believes, and the Committee concurs, that productive changes in

this area are feasible. To argue that jobs themselves cannot be

redesigned to expand the responsibilities of those currently employed

due to collective bargaining agreements is to forego one opportunity

for genuine creativity in the pursuit of equal employment opportunity.

The description of the grievance procedure includes many specific

details, but fails to address key aspects of an adequate procedure.

As stated in Chapter IV, it "does not indicate what kind of action may

be taken against a supervisor found guilty of discrimination, what

kind of relief could be granted a complainant, or what the timetable

is for processing a complaint." In addition, "the procedure fails to

make clear exactly who has final decisionmaking authority."

Volume II of the plan contains a vast amount of data.on employees

by race, sex, income, and occupation. But the number of pages of data,

or the amount of time it takes to prepare and report data, are not

appropriate criteria for determining clarity or accuracy. Again for
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the reasons cited in Chapter IV, the data as presented in the plan

do not reveal, for example, the concentration of blacks in the lower

paid positions within occupational categories for the city in general.

The Committee did not argue for goals to be established on a

city-wide basis rather than on a dvision-by-division basis. Rather,

the Committee argued that both perspectives must be taken into consi-

,4eration in developing goals. As stated in Chapter IV, "it is impor-

tant to evaluate the employment practices and to establish goalSwith

in specific units. But it is equally imperative to examine the total

work force and, within that structure, to identify problem areas and

take the necessary corrective action." If goals were projected for the

city as a whole, and one goal was, for example, to reduce the under-

utilization of blacks in higher paid positions within occupational

groups, then the need for more employment opportunities would not be

distorted, in fact, it would become clearer. As described in Chapter IV,

it is the goals themselves and the way they were developed, not

simplification of any kind on the part of the Committee, which will

serve to exacerbate rather than ameliorate existing underutilization.

The Committee, of course, never suggested that all problems of under-

utilization could be resolved in one year. But it does not take any

experience with implementation of numerical goals to set, as a long

term goal, the.employment of minorities and women roughly in proportion

to their representation in the relevant labor market. Precisely
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because these problems cannot
be eliminated in one or even a few years,

it is necessary to establish long term goals.

The Committee assumes that the city intends to fully comply with

all legal requirements. The Committee also notes that one of the

deficiencies in the city's plan is its failure to specify numerical

goals and timetables for the police and fire departments. In light of

the fact that the city has been ordered by the courts to implement such

plans in these two departments, this deficiency is particularly

disturbing. Pending court orders or test results do not justify the

failure to set such goals. All aspects of affirmative action plans

are subject to change as future developments arise. If necessary,

police and fire department goals can be revised.

The administrative complaint regarding use of CETA funds remains

far from settled, despite the opinion of the arbitrator. Edward R. Stege

and Charles Delbaum, attorneys for the Legal Aid Society, informed

Commission staff on September 30, 1977 that the arbitration procedure

was basically a technicality that had to be completed so that, in the

event the complaint should go to the courts, all administrative remedies

would have been exhausted. The complaint was filed with the Secretary

..a.E.Labor and no final ruling has yet been handed down.

The Federal Aviation AdMinistration (FAA) has found the city:in

compliance with Title VI. As indicated in Chapter IV, "the violations

of Executive Order 11246, however, have not yet been resolved."
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In Affirmative Action or Inaction? The Pursuit of Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity in Cleveland, the Ohio Advisory Conunittee to the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights has attempted to point out problems in

Cleveland's affirmative action plan and in equal employment opportunity

activities in general in the Cleveland area. The Committee has offered

concrete receommendations it believes can contribute substantially

towards the goal of equal. employment opportunity. While critical of

some current practices, the Committee views itself as a "friendly critic"

of others who are working to achieve similar goals'. The Committee

welcomes the opportunity to work with local, state, and Federal officials

in pursuing equal opportunity. It does not seek adversary relationships,

particularly with others in the civil rights field.

The Committee appreciates the response from the city, and has

altered this f' al report, where appropriate, in accordance vti.th the

city's response and responses from others. However, it finds no factual

evidence to support the charges of bias and distortion

made by the Affirmative Action Officer. Hopefully, officials and

citizens of the Cleveland area will be better informed as a result of

the Comthittee's efforts, and will work together to make the goal of

equal opportunity a reality in the near future.
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APPENDIX C

Response of the Contract Compliance Officer to

Affirmative Action or ;Inaction? The Pursuit of
Equal Employment Opi;rtunity in Cleveland
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COMMUNITY RELAyONS BOARD
EARL, W. WILLIAMS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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RALPH J. PERK. MAYOR

OFFICE OF CONTRACT COMPLIAN
ELIJAH A. WHEELER

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE OFFICE
ROOM 11 CITY HALL
PHONE 21E/694-3290

September 26, 1977

Ms. Henriette Looman, Chairperson
Ohio Advisory Committee
United Commission on Civil Rights
230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Dear Ms. Looman:

We have studied your draft report of the Ohio Advisory
Committee to the U.S. Commission of Civil RightS.

Briefly we would like to comment and disagree on certain
statements:

I. ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAM - Chapter
V of the Cleveland's Contract Compliance Program.

The Cort-1-,0L Compliance program was established on December
15, 1969, n .n 1974, as stated in'the report.

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF GOALS OR TIMETABLE:

Since the beginning of.the%Contract Compliance Program, we
have use' the Manning Table Method, in addition to the Bidders
Employment Practice Report. For all construction contracts, be-
fore the contract is awarded, we hold a pre award conference with
the general and sub-contractors, each one is required to prepare
a Manning Table stating the location of the pro>ect and estimated
starting aid completions dates of all trades to be performed on
the job. The contractor must .supply us with the minimum number of
employees who will be working on the project until its completion.
They must. also state the minimum number of minorities and the various
trades they will be performing during the project at that-time, we
insisted upon 1/3 minority participation.



II. ESTABLISHMENT OF GOALS OR TIMETABLE: (continued)

The Goals and Timetables are agreed upon at the

pre award meeting. After the contract is "let",
our assistant contract compliance officers monitors
the job unannounced to see if the agreement is being
upheld.

It is also stated on the Manning Table that any
increase in the work force on the project will be
accompanied by a one for one increase in minority

group employees.
(Minority constitute Negroes, Orientals, Spanish

Speaking, American Indians, and Women).

III. BIDDER EMPLOYMENT REPORTS:

In all Bidder.EthPlOyment Practice Report Forms, we
request vendors and contractors to report their break-

down of their current and previous work force. We
suggest that this is an area that will be given more
direct attention, and we certainly will improve our

efforts.

IV. Under the section Promise and Performance in your report,

you stated that there are a number of factors which limit
the impact of our existing program.

First, firms located outside of the City of Cleveland

and have contracts with the city received their contracts
through the bidding process, which is a procedure every

vendor must follow. This part of the operation, due to

a requirement of the city law is beyond our control.

Contract Compliancerequirements are the same too every

company doing business with the City of Cleveland regard-

less of the location.

The City's Contract Compliance program is good and sour

and it is constantly improving, we are very influencial it

assisting minorities and women in receiving hundreds of jc

opportunities in the City of Cleveland and throughout the

country.

de are proud that this office is being increasingly
recognized by the businesses, professionals, and lay

citizens of this community and throughout the country,

as one of the dedicated agencies for Equal Employment

Opportunity.
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, IV. Promise and Performance: (continued)

1. Our goals are to insist that every company
doing business with the City of Cleveland
have meaningful minority and women partici-
pation in its employment in all job classifi-
cations.

2. Create avenues through which minority and
women citizens of this city and elsewhere
can secure employment and become a part of
the mainstream of the economic life.

3. To provide opportunities for minority business-
men and women to have an equal and fair chance
to bid on all City funded projects.

Thank you for your patience, if there is anything that we
can do for you in the future, please don't hesitate to call.

EAW/cat
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Sincerely,

AA5eler,
Cont ct Compliance Officer

for
Equal Employment Opportunity
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APPENDIX D.

Response of the Ohio Advisory Committee to
the Comments of the Contract Compliance Officer
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

MIDWESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE
230 South Dearborn Street, 32nd Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Telephone (312) 353-7371

Response of the Ohio Advisory Committee to the
Comments of the Contract Compliance Officer

The Manning Tables indicate the total number of employees and

the percentage of minority employees in trade occupations who will

be working on projects involving city contracts. These tables are

completed by construction contractors only. Minority groups, accord-

ing to the Mnning Tables used in 1976, include Negroes, Orientals,

American Indians, and Spanish Speaking. Women afe not listed and there

is no space in the table where'female employment is indicated._--TEiese

tables are not submitted by non-construction contractors,' they do not

cover professional, technical, /administrative, or any other workers

except those in the trades, and they only apply tL Lhat portion of an

employer's workforce who will be working on the projects - -involving city

contracts.

Assuming that all city contractors meet the cne-third minority

requirement in the Manning Reports filed with Lhe Office of Contract

Compliance, then it is clear that most contractors are simply concentra-

ting their minority employees on

indicated in Chapter V, .63

jobs involving city contracts. As

t of city contractors employ a minority

total work f rce. The Otficework force_ of less than one-th'rd their

of Contract Compliance does not condone such "checker barding" and

attempts to monitor contractors' employment practices to prevent this
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from happening. But apparently this is precisely what is taking

place in many instances. The Manning Tables, therefore, reflect how

construction contra tors assign their trade employees; they do not

indicate what, if anything, contractors are doing to open up job

opportunities for minorities.

There can be no doubt that some city contractors have increased

their utilization of minorities and women, but according to the data

provided in the 1976 Bidder Employment Practices Reports for Cleveland

area contractors receiving cintracts worth $50,000 or more and employ-

ing 25 people or more, that is not the general trend. As indicated

in Chapter V, mere contractors report a decline in the utilization of

minorities and women than report an increase, in recent years.

In t .e draft report submitted for review, it was reported that

the Office of Contract Compliance was established in 1974. This error

was pointed out by the Contract Compliance Officer, and the correction

was made in this report.

ir;m1,i ppr,TIN(.; OFFICE 1978 2
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